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The Dojo Toolkit
Introduction
In the Web 1.0 world, the common Java application architecture called for implementing
business and application flow logic with Java EE on the server side. Web application developers
typically used JavaScript only for input validation and to display error messages to users.
Accordingly, most Web 1.0 applications used some kind of Model-View-Controller (MVC)
framework -- such as Struts, JavaServer Faces (JSF), or Spring MVC -- on the server side, but few
needed a JavaScript framework for client-side programming.
Web 2.0 has ushered in a very different programming model, where much of the application
flow and business logic is developed using JavaScript on the client side. We commonly use
JavaScript code for tasks such as:



Making asynchronous requests to the server side
Document object model (DOM) manipulation and event-handling logic that works across
multiple browsers
Internationalization
Logging




You can either write and maintain this infrastructure code on your own or take the less painful
route of using a JavaScript library. One of the more capable entries in this space is the Dojo
toolkit, an open source JavaScript framework that you can use to create free or commercial
applications.

Packages in Dojo
The Dojo Toolkit is divided into several main packages that would constitute a full distribution
of Dojo Toolkit. Those main packages are:


dojo - Sometimes referred to as the “core”, this is the main part of Dojo and the most
generally applicable packages and modules are contained in here. The core covers a
wide range of functionality like AJAX, DOM manipulation, class-type programming,
events, promises, data stores, drag-and-drop and internationalization libraries.



dijit - An extensive set of widgets (user interface components) and the underlying
system to support them. It is built fully on-top of the Dojo core.



dojox - A collection of packages and modules that provide a vast array of functionality
that are built upon both the Dojo core and Dijit. Packages and modules contained in
DojoX will have varying degrees of maturity, denoted within the README files of each
1
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package. Some of the modules are extremely mature and some are highly
experimental.


util - Various tools that support the rest of the toolkit, like being able to build, test and
document code.

Getting Started with Dojo
Getting started with Dojo is as simple as including the dojo.js script in a web page, just like
any other JavaScript file. Dojo is available on popular CDNs, so to get started enter the following
in a file named hellodojo.html and open it in your web browser.
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Section: Hello Dojo!</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1 id="greeting">Hello</h1>
<!-- load Dojo -->
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true"></script>
</body>
</html>
Normally, once you've loaded a library's JavaScript file you have all of its methods available.
This was true in the past with Dojo, but with the 1.7 release Dojo adopted the Asynchronous
Module Definition (AMD) format for its source code, allowing completely modular web
application development. AMD was chosen because it works with pure JavaScript, allowing
source files to work in web browsers, while also supporting a build process for producing
optimized resources to enhance application performance in deployment.
So what is available when dojo.js has been loaded? Dojo's AMD loader is, and it defines two
global functions for using it - require and define . AMD is covered in more detail in
the Introduction to AMD section. For getting started, it is sufficient to understand
that require enables you to load modules and use them, while define allows you to
define your own modules. A module is typically a single JavaScript source file.
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A few of Dojo's basic modules for HTML DOM manipulation are dojo/dom and dojo/domconstruct. Let's see how we can load these modules and use the functionality they provide:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Section: Hello Dojo!</title>
</head>
<body>
<h1 id="greeting">Hello</h1>
<!-- load Dojo -->
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true"></script>
<script>
require([
'dojo/dom',
'dojo/dom-construct'
], function (dom, domConstruct) {
var greetingNode = dom.byId('greeting');
domConstruct.place('<em> Dojo!</em>', greetingNode);
});
</script>
</body>
</html>
The first parameter to require is an array of module ids — identifiers for the modules you
want to load. Generally, these map directly to file names, and if you download the source
distribution of Dojo and look in the dojo directory, you will see dom.js and domconstruct.js files which define those modules.
AMD loaders operate asynchronously, and in JavaScript asynchronous operation is
implemented with callbacks, so the second parameter to require is a callback function. In
this function you provide your code that makes use of the modules. The AMD loader passes the
modules as parameters to the callback function (in the same order they were specified in the
module id array). You are free to name the parameters to your callback function whatever you
like, but for the sake of consistency and readability we recommend using names based on the
module id.
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You can see the dom and dom-construct modules in use to get a reference to a DOM node
by its id and manipulate its content.
The AMD loader will automatically load all sub-dependencies for a requested module, so only
the modules that you need to use directly should be in your dependency list.

Configuring Dojo with dojoConfig
The dojoConfig object (known as djConfig prior to Dojo 1.6) is the primary mechanism
for configuring Dojo in a web page or application. It is referenced by the module loader, as well
as Dojo components with global options. It can further be used as a configuration point for
custom applications, if desired.
A programmatic example of setting dojoConfig directly:
<!-- set Dojo configuration, load Dojo -->
<script>
dojoConfig= {
has: {
"dojo-firebug": true
},
parseOnLoad: false,
foo: "bar",
async: true
};
</script>
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"><
/script>
<script>
// Require the registry, parser, Dialog, and wait for domReady
require(["dijit/registry", "dojo/parser", "dojo/json",
"dojo/_base/config", "dijit/Dialog", "dojo/domReady!"]
, function(registry, parser, JSON, config) {
// Explicitly parse the page
parser.parse();
// Find the dialog
var dialog = registry.byId("dialog");
// Set the content equal to what dojo.config is
dialog.set("content", "<pre>" + JSON.stringify(config, null,
"\t") + "```");
4
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// Show the dialog
dialog.show();
});
</script>
<!-- and later in the page -->
<div id="dialog" data-dojo-type="dijit/Dialog" data-dojoprops="title: 'dojoConfig / dojo/_base/config'"></div>
Here's the same example written declaratively:
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="has:{'dojo-firebug': true},
parseOnLoad: false, foo: 'bar', async: 1">
</script>
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Dojo DOM Functions
As far as browser-based JavaScript is concerned, the Document Object Model (DOM) is the
glass that we paint on to put content and user interface in front of our users. If we want to
augment, replace or add to the HTML once loaded into the browser, JavaScript and the DOM is
how it's done. Dojo aims to make working with the DOM easy and efficient by providing a
handful of convenience functions that fill some awkward cross-browser incompatibilities and
make common operations simpler and less verbose.
To explore those functions we will be manipulating a simple page containing an unordered list
with five elements in it:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Demo: DOM Functions</title>
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true">
</script>
<script>
require(["dojo/domReady!"], function() {
});
</script>
</head>
<body>
<ul id="list">
<li id="one">One</li>
<li id="two">Two</li>
<li id="three">Three</li>
<li id="four">Four</li>
<li id="five">Five</li>
</ul>
</body>
</html>
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Retrieval
First things first: We need to know how to get elements from the DOM, in order to work with
them. The easiest way to do that is by using the dojo/dom resource's byId method. When
you pass an ID to dom.byId , you will receive the DOM node object with that ID. If no
matching node is found, a null value will be returned.
// Require the DOM resource
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"], function(dom) {
function setText(node, text){
node = dom.byId(node);
node.innerHTML = text;
}
var one = dom.byId("one");
setText(one, "One has been set");
setText("two", "Two has been set as well");
});

Creation
Another thing you will be doing often is creating elements. Dojo doesn't prevent you from using
the native document.createElement method to create elements, but creating the element
and setting all the necessary attributes and properties on it can be verbose. Furthermore, there
are enough cross-browser quirks to attribute setting to make dojo/domconstruct 's create method a more convenient and reliable option.
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(dom, domConstruct) {
var list = dom.byId("list"),
three = dom.byId("three");
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: "Six"
}, list);
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: "Seven",
className: "seven",
7
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style: {
fontWeight: "bold"
}
}, list);
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: "Three and a half"
}, three, "after");
});

Placement
If you already have a node and want to place that node, you will need to
use domConstruct.place . The arguments are as follows: a DOM node or string ID of a node
to place, a DOM node or string ID of a node to use as a reference, and an optional position as a
string which defaults to "last" if not provided. This is very similar to what we saw
in domConstruct.create and, in
fact, domConstruct.create uses domConstruct.place under the hood. For our
example, we have added a few buttons to the page:
<button id="moveFirst">The first item</button>
<button id="moveBeforeTwo">Before Two</button>
<button id="moveAfterFour">After Four</button>
<button id="moveLast">The last item</button>
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/on",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(dom, domConstruct, on){
function moveFirst(){
var list = dom.byId("list"),
three = dom.byId("three");
domConstruct.place(three, list, "first");
}
function moveBeforeTwo(){
var two = dom.byId("two"),
three = dom.byId("three");
domConstruct.place(three, two, "before");
}
function moveAfterFour(){
8
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var four = dom.byId("four"),
three = dom.byId("three");
domConstruct.place(three, four, "after");
}
function moveLast(){
var list = dom.byId("list"),
three = dom.byId("three");
domConstruct.place(three, list);
}
// Connect the buttons
on(dom.byId("moveFirst"), "click", moveFirst);
on(dom.byId("moveBeforeTwo"), "click", moveBeforeTwo);
on(dom.byId("moveAfterFour"), "click", moveAfterFour);
on(dom.byId("moveLast"), "click", moveLast);
});

Destruction
Most often you'll be creating nodes, but occasionally, you'll want to remove nodes as well.
There are two ways to do this in Dojo: domConstruct.destroy which will destroy a node
and all of its children, while domConstruct.empty will only destroy the children of a given
node. Both take a DOM node or a string ID of a node as their only argument. We're going to add
two more buttons to our page:
<button id="destroyFirst">Destroy the first list item</button>
<button id="destroyAll">Destroy all list items</button>
function destroyFirst(){
var list = dom.byId("list"),
items = list.getElementsByTagName("li");
if(items.length){
domConstruct.destroy(items[0]);
}
}
function destroyAll(){
domConstruct.empty("list");
}
// Connect buttons to destroy elements
on(dom.byId("destroyFirst"), "click", destroyFirst);
9
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on(dom.byId("destroyAll"), "click", destroyAll);
The first button will destroy the first item in the list on each click. The second empties the list
entirely.
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Dojo Effects
Dojo 1.10 has two fx modules: dojo/_base/fx and dojo/fx .


dojo/_base/fx provides base effects methods that were found previously in
Dojo base, including: animateProperty , anim , fadeIn , and fadeOut .



dojo/fx provides more advanced effects,
including: chain , combine , wipeIn , wipeOut and slideTo

Animation using Dojo
We can fade elements with baseFx.fadeIn and baseFx.fadeOut (both from
the dojo/_base/fx modules), and we've got fx.slideTo and fx.wipeIn not far away
in the dojo/fx module. We've already seen how you can pass a parameter object to these
functions, with a node property to indicate what we want to animate:
require(["dojo/fx", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"], function(fx,
dom) {
fx.wipeIn({
node: dom.byId("wipeTarget")
}).play();
});
To see how we can create animations of arbitrary properties, we're going to animate the border
of a node. Here's the markup we'll be working with:
<button id="startButton">Grow Borders</button>
<button id="reverseButton">Shrink Borders</button>
<div id="anim8target" class="box" style="border-style:outset">
<div class="innerBox">A box</div>
</div>
The animateProperty method follows the same pattern we've used already. It's specifically
the border-width property we want to animate, so our call to animateProperty looks like
this:

11
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require(["dojo/_base/fx", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(baseFx, dom) {
baseFx.animateProperty({
node: dom.byId("anim8target"),
properties: { borderWidth: 100 }
}).play();
});
That same principal works for all properties that can have numeric values, and we can specify as
many as we like. In this example, we'll animate top, left and opacity at the same time, to have
the element drop out and fade away to the left. By providing
specific start and end properties for each, we can make very specific, repeatable
animations.
baseFx.animateProperty({
node: anim8target,
properties: {
top: { start: 25, end: 150 },
left: 0,
opacity: { start: 1, end: 0 }
},
duration: 800
}).play();
Notice that we've also provided a duration property. This is the number of milliseconds the
whole animation should take, and in this case it gives us a bit more time to see what's going on.

Fading
One animation you might have seen in applications you have used is a node fading in or out.
This effect is so common and simple that it's included as a part of the core effects
in dojo/_base/fx . We can use it to hide or show elements on a page in a way that feels
really smooth and polished. Here's an example:
<button id="fadeOutButton">Fade block out</button>
<button id="fadeInButton">Fade block in</button>
<div id="fadeTarget" class="red-block">
A red block
</div>
<script>
12
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require(["dojo/_base/fx", "dojo/on", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(fx, on, dom) {
var fadeOutButton = dom.byId("fadeOutButton"),
fadeInButton = dom.byId("fadeInButton"),
fadeTarget = dom.byId("fadeTarget");
on(fadeOutButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.fadeOut({ node: fadeTarget }).play();
});
on(fadeInButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.fadeIn({ node: fadeTarget }).play();
});
});
</script>

Wiping
Another effect you might have seen is wiping: changing the height of a node while leaving the
content alone. This makes it look like someone is using a windshield wiper on the node. Often,
wiping could be a useful effect to create something like a pulldown on a page, where you might
have some sort of infrequently accessed content or settings, or perhaps you just prefer the
shrinking to fading.
<button id="wipeOutButton">Wipe block out</button>
<button id="wipeInButton">Wipe block in</button>
<div id="wipeTarget" class="red-block wipe">
A red block
</div>
<script>
require(["dojo/fx", "dojo/on", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(fx, on, dom) {
var wipeOutButton = dom.byId("wipeOutButton"),
wipeInButton = dom.byId("wipeInButton"),
wipeTarget = dom.byId("wipeTarget");
on(wipeOutButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.wipeOut({ node: wipeTarget }).play();
});
on(wipeInButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.wipeIn({ node: wipeTarget }).play();
});
});
</script>
13
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Sliding
So far we've covered hiding nodes, but what if we're looking to move them around a bit? A fade
or a wipe doesn't change the node's location. That's where fx.slideTo comes into play.
Shifting a node around could be useful to create an appearance of movement or progression on
a page, and fx.slideTo creates a smooth animation of the node in the page, moving it
around by specifying the coordinates of the top and left position of the node in pixels.
<button id="slideAwayButton">Slide block away</button>
<button id="slideBackButton">Slide block back</button>
<div id="slideTarget" class="red-block slide">
A red block
</div>
<script>
require(["dojo/fx", "dojo/on", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(fx, on, dom) {
var slideAwayButton = dom.byId("slideAwayButton"),
slideBackButton = dom.byId("slideBackButton"),
slideTarget = dom.byId("slideTarget");
on(slideAwayButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.slideTo({ node: slideTarget, left: "200", top:
"200" }).play();
});
on(slideBackButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.slideTo({ node: slideTarget, left: "0", top:
"100" }).play();
});
});
</script>

Animation Events
As discussed previously, all of these animation methods return
a dojo/_base/fx::Animation object. These objects all provide not just controls to play or
pause the animation, but they also provide a set of events that we can listen to, in order to
perform some sorts of actions before, during, and after the animation. Two of the most
important and commonly-used event handlers are beforeBegin and onEnd :
<button id="slideAwayButton">Slide block away</button>
<button id="slideBackButton">Slide block back</button>
14
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<div id="slideTarget" class="red-block slide">
A red block
</div>
<script>
require(["dojo/fx", "dojo/on", "dojo/dom-style", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(fx, on, style, dom) {
var slideAwayButton = dom.byId("slideAwayButton"),
slideBackButton = dom.byId("slideBackButton"),
slideTarget = dom.byId("slideTarget");
on(slideAwayButton, "click", function(evt){
// Note that we're specifying the beforeBegin as
a property of the animation
// rather than using connect. This ensures that
our beforeBegin handler
// executes before any others.
var anim = fx.slideTo({
node: slideTarget,
left: "200",
top: "200",
beforeBegin: function(){
console.warn("slide target is: ",
slideTarget);
style.set(slideTarget, {
left: "0px",
top: "100px"
});
}
});
// We could have also specified onEnd above
alongside beforeBegin,
// but it's just as easy to connect like so
on(anim, "End", function(){
style.set(slideTarget, {
backgroundColor: "blue"
});
}, true);
// Don't forget to actually start the animation!
anim.play();
});
15
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on(slideBackButton, "click", function(evt){
var anim = fx.slideTo({
node: slideTarget,
left: "0",
top: "100",
beforeBegin: function(){
style.set(slideTarget, {
left: "200px",
top: "200px"
});
}
});
on(anim, "End", function(){
style.set(slideTarget, {
backgroundColor: "red"
});
}, true);
anim.play();
});
});
</script>

Chaining
What if we want to fire animations in sequence? We could use the End event that we just
talked about to set up the next effect, but that's not very convenient. This sort of pattern is
common enough that the dojo/fx module gives us a couple of great convenience methods
to set up effects to run in sequence or in parallel, and each method returns a
new dojo/_base/fx::Animation object with its own set of events and methods that
represent the entire sequence. Let's first take a look at fx.chain to play animations one
after another:
<button id="slideAwayButton">Slide block away</button>
<button id="slideBackButton">Slide block back</button>
<div id="slideTarget" class="red-block slide chain">
A red block
</div>
<script>
16
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require(["dojo/_base/fx", "dojo/fx", "dojo/on", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(baseFx, fx, on, dom) {
var slideAwayButton = dom.byId("slideAwayButton"),
slideBackButton = dom.byId("slideBackButton"),
slideTarget = dom.byId("slideTarget");
// Set up a couple of click handlers to run our chained
animations
on(slideAwayButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.chain([
baseFx.fadeIn({ node: slideTarget }),
fx.slideTo({ node: slideTarget, left: "200",
top: "200" }),
baseFx.fadeOut({ node: slideTarget })
]).play();
});
on(slideBackButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.chain([
baseFx.fadeIn({ node: slideTarget }),
fx.slideTo({ node: slideTarget, left: "0", top:
"100" }),
baseFx.fadeOut({ node: slideTarget })
]).play();
});
});
</script>

Combining
The second convenience method that dojo/fx provides is the combine method which will
start multiple animations at the same time. The dojo/_base/fx::Animation returned will
fire its onEnd event after the animation with the longest duration finishes. Let's look at
another example:
<button id="slideAwayButton">Slide block away</button>
<button id="slideBackButton">Slide block back</button>
<div id="slideTarget" class="red-block slide chain">
A red block
</div>
<script>
require(["dojo/_base/fx", "dojo/fx", "dojo/on", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(baseFx, fx, on, dom) {
17
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var slideAwayButton = dom.byId("slideAwayButton"),
slideBackButton = dom.byId("slideBackButton"),
slideTarget = dom.byId("slideTarget");
// Set up a couple of click handlers to run our combined
animations
on(slideAwayButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.combine([
baseFx.fadeIn({ node: slideTarget }),
fx.slideTo({ node: slideTarget, left: "200",
top: "200" })
]).play();
});
on(slideBackButton, "click", function(evt){
fx.combine([
fx.slideTo({ node: slideTarget, left: "0", top:
"100" }),
baseFx.fadeOut({ node: slideTarget })
]).play();
});
});
</script>
In this case, rather than playing the fade and then the slideTo in sequence, they play
simultaneously.
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Events with Dojo
In this section, we will be exploring dojo/on and how Dojo makes it easy to connect to DOM
events. We will also explore Dojo's publish/subscribe framework: dojo/topic .

Getting Started
Much of your JavaScript code will be preparing for events: both responding to and generating
new events. This means that the key to building responsive, interactive web applications is
creating effective event connections. Event connections allow your application to respond to
user interaction and wait for actions to happen. Dojo's main DOM event workhorse
is dojo/on ; let me show you how to use this module!

DOM Events
You might be asking yourself, “Doesn’t the DOM already provide a mechanism for registering
event handlers?” The answer is yes—but not all browsers follow the W3C DOM specification.
Between the various DOM implementations from major browser vendors there are three ways
to register event handlers: addEventListener , attachEvent , and DOM 0. Beyond that,
there are two different event object implementations and at least one browser engine
that fires registered listeners in random order.aspx) and leaks memory.aspx). Dojo improves the
way you work with DOM events by normalizing differences between the various native APIs,
preventing memory leaks, and doing it all in a single, straightforward event API
called dojo/on .
Let’s say we have the following markup:
<button id="myButton">Click me!</button>
<div id="myDiv">Hover over me!</div>
require(["dojo/on", "dojo/dom", "dojo/dom-style", "dojo/mouse",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(on, dom, domStyle, mouse) {
var myButton = dom.byId("myButton"),
myDiv = dom.byId("myDiv");
on(myButton, "click", function(evt){
domStyle.set(myDiv, "backgroundColor", "blue");
});
on(myDiv, mouse.enter, function(evt){
domStyle.set(myDiv, "backgroundColor", "red");
});
on(myDiv, mouse.leave, function(evt){
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domStyle.set(myDiv, "backgroundColor", "");
});
});
Notice that the dojo/mouse resource was also required. Not all browsers natively
support mouseenter and mouseleave events, so dojo/mouse adds that support. You can
write your own modules like dojo/mouse to enable support for other custom event types.
Note that unlike the older dojo.connect API, the "on" event name prefix must be
omitted when using the dojo/on module.




Event handlers are always called in the order they are registered.
They are always called with an event object as their first parameter.
The event object will always be normalized to include common W3C event object
properties, including things like a target property, a stopPropagation method,
and a preventDefault method.

var handle = on(myButton, "click", function(evt){
// Remove this event using the handle
handle.remove();
// Do other stuff here that you only want to happen one time
alert("This alert will only happen one time.");
});
Incidentally, dojo/on includes a convenience method for doing
exactly this: on.once. It accepts the same parameters as on, but
will automatically remove the handler once it is fired.
require(["dojo/on", "dojo/dom", "dojo/_base/lang",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(on, dom, lang) {
var myScopedButton1 = dom.byId("myScopedButton1"),
myScopedButton2 = dom.byId("myScopedButton2"),
myObject = {
id: "myObject",
onClick: function(evt){
alert("The scope of this handler is " +
this.id);
}
};
// This will alert "myScopedButton1"
on(myScopedButton1, "click", myObject.onClick);
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// This will alert "myObject" rather than
"myScopedButton2"
on(myScopedButton2, "click", lang.hitch(myObject,
"onClick"));
});
Unlike on 's predecessor, dojo.connect , on does not accept the handler scope and
method arguments. You will need to make use of lang.hitch for the third argument if you
wish to preserve execution context.

NodeList events
As mentioned in the previous section, NodeList provides a way to register events to multiple
nodes: the on method. This method follows the same pattern as dojo/on without the first
argument (since the nodes in the NodeList are the objects you are connecting to).
The on method is included with dojo/query , so you do not have to require
the dojo/on resource explicitly to use NodeList.on .
Let's look at a more advanced example than before:
<button id="button1" class="clickMe">Click me</button>
<button id="button2" class="clickMeAlso">Click me also</button>
<button id="button3" class="clickMe">Click me too</button>
<button id="button4" class="clickMeAlso">Please click
me</button>
<script>
require(["dojo/query", "dojo/_base/lang", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(query, lang) {
var myObject = {
id: "myObject",
onClick: function(evt){
alert("The scope of this handler is " +
this.id);
}
};
query(".clickMe").on("click", myObject.onClick);
query(".clickMeAlso").on("click", lang.hitch(myObject,
"onClick"));
});
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</script>
Note that unlike NodeList.connect , the NodeList.on method does not return the
NodeList back for further chaining; instead, it returns an array of on handles that can
be remove d later. The array also includes a convenient top-level remove method, which will
remove all of the listeners at once.

Event Delegation
As discussed above, the on method of NodeList makes it easy to hook up the same handler
to the same event of multiple DOM nodes. dojo/on also makes this achievable through a
more efficient means known as event delegation.
The idea behind event delegation is that instead of attaching a listener to an event on each
individual node of interest, you attach a single listener to a node at a higher level, which will
check the target of events it catches to see whether they bubbled from an actual node of
interest; if so, the handler's logic will be performed.
To better illustrate this, let's look at another example, based on the same premise as the
previous one:
<div id="parentDiv">
<button id="button1" class="clickMe">Click me</button>
<button id="button2" class="clickMe">Click me also</button>
<button id="button3" class="clickMe">Click me too</button>
<button id="button4" class="clickMe">Please click
me</button>
</div>
<script>
require(["dojo/on", "dojo/dom", "dojo/query", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(on, dom){
var myObject = {
id: "myObject",
onClick: function(evt){
alert("The scope of this handler is " +
this.id);
}
};
var div = dom.byId("parentDiv");
on(div, ".clickMe:click", myObject.onClick);
});
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</script>
Notice that we also required the dojo/query module, although we don't use it directly. This
is because dojo/on needs a selector engine exposed by dojo/query in order to be able to
match selectors used for event delegation. This is not pulled in automatically by dojo/on in
order to reduce its footprint and avoid "penalizing" developers for a feature that might not
always be used.

Object Methods
dojo/on 's predecessor, dojo.connect , was also responsible for function-to-function event
connections. This functionality has been broken out into its own resource
called dojo/aspect . Look forward to seeing a dojo/aspect section very soon!

Publish/Subscribe
All of the examples up until this point have used an existing object as an event producer that
you register with to know when something happens. But what do you do if you don't have a
handle to a node or don't know if an object has been created? This is where Dojo's publish and
subscribe (pub/sub) framework comes in, exposed via the dojo/topic module in 1.10.
Pub/sub allows you to register a handler for (subscribe to) a "topic" (which is a fancy name for
an event that can have multiple sources, represented as a string) which will be called when the
topic is published to.
Let's imagine that in an application that we're developing, we want certain buttons to alert the
user of an action; we don't want to write the routine to do the alerting more than once, but we
also don't want to make a wrapping object that will register this small routine with the button.
Pub/sub can be used for this:
<button id="alertButton">Alert the user</button>
<button id="createAlert">Create another alert button</button>
<script>
require(["dojo/on", "dojo/topic", "dojo/dom-construct",
"dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(on, topic, domConstruct, dom) {
var alertButton = dom.byId("alertButton"),
createAlert = dom.byId("createAlert");
on(alertButton, "click", function() {
// When this button is clicked,
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// publish to the "alertUser" topic
topic.publish("alertUser", "I am alerting you.");
});
on(createAlert, "click", function(evt){
// Create another button
var anotherButton = domConstruct.create("button", {
innerHTML: "Another alert button"
}, createAlert, "after");
// When the other button is clicked,
// publish to the "alertUser" topic
on(anotherButton, "click", function(evt){
topic.publish("alertUser", "I am also alerting
you.");
});
});
// Register the alerting routine with the "alertUser"
topic.
topic.subscribe("alertUser", function(text){
alert(text);
});
});
</script>
One useful advantage to this pattern of events is that now our alerting routine can be tested in
a unit test without the need to create any DOM objects: the routine is decoupled from the
event producer.
Note that unlike dojo.publish , topic.publish does not expect published arguments to
be passed in an array. For instance, topic.publish("someTopic", "foo", "bar") is
equivalent to dojo.publish("someTopic", ["foo", "bar"]) .

Conclusion
Dojo's event system is quite powerful, while being fairly simple to use. The on method
normalizes DOM event inconsistencies between browsers. Dojo's pub/sub
framework, dojo/topic , gives developers a way to easily decouple event handlers from the
event producers. Take time to familiarize yourself with these tools — they will be a valuable
asset in creating web applications.
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Keyboard Events with Dojo
In this section, we will be exploring Dojo's event normalization and dojo/keys and how Dojo
makes it easy to handle keyboard events.

Getting Started
Keyboard events fire when keys are pressed on the keyboard. This includes all keys, letters,
numbers, symbols, punctuation, as well as the Escape, function, Enter, Tab, and keypad keys.
Every keypress fires an event which may be captured and handled.
Browser support and implementations of keyboard event handling varies. Using Dojo to handle
keyboard events allows you to write code that will run properly across virtually all browsers.

Keyboard Events
Listening for keyboard events in the browser allows you to implement a user interface that not
only feels like a native application, it gives you a greater control over the UI.
Fires when any key is pressed and repeats until the key is released. onkeypress can be used for
the majority of keyboard event handling.
Fires when any key is pressed and repeats until the key is released. onkeypress will fire after
onkeydown in most cases.
Fires when the key is released.
Most key presses fire all three events, but there may be variations between browsers. The next
demo allows you to see the keyboard events fired as you press keys. Take some time to
experiment with different keys and combinations.
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true"> </script>
<body>
<h1>Press any key</h1>
keyCode value: <input type="text" id="keyCode" size="2">
</body>
require(["dojo/on", "dojo/domReady!"], function(on) {
on(document, "keyup", function(event) {
document.getElementById("keyCode").value =
event.keyCode;
});
});
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dojo/on: api ref



dojo/keys: api ref

You will notice, however, that our example doesn't behave as expected, and some functionality
is missing - such as handling the enter key. In our next example we'll fill in some missing details.
Note that unlike the dojo/_base/connect API, the "on" event name prefix must be
omitted when using the dojo/on module. See the Events with Dojo for more information.

The KeyboardEvent object
As you can see below, when a keyboard event fires, a KeyboardEvent is passed to the event
handler. This event object contains a lot of information about the event, but typically the piece
most needed is the keyCode value. This is the Unicode value of the key pressed.

Moving on (pun intended), we can make this simple example more elegant and functional using
the power of Dojo:
<body>
<h1>Press Up or Down Arrow Keys</h1>
<input type="text" id="input1" value="up">
<input type="text" id="input2" value="down">
<input type="submit" id="send" value="send">
</body>
require(["dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/on", "dojo/query",
"dojo/keys", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(domConstruct, on, query, keys) {
query("input[type='text']").on("keydown", function(event) {
//query returns a nodelist, which has an on() function
available that will listen
//to all keydown events for each node in the list
switch(event.keyCode) {
case keys.UP_ARROW:
event.preventDefault();
//preventing the default behavior in case your
browser
// uses autosuggest when you hit the down or up
arrow.
log("up arrow has been pressed");
break;
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case keys.DOWN_ARROW:
event.preventDefault();
//preventing the default behavior in case your
browser
// uses autosuggest when you hit the down or up
arrow.
log("down arrow has been pressed");
break;
case keys.ENTER:
log("enter has been pressed");
break;
default:
log("some other key: " + event.keyCode);
}
});
});
The previous example uses some powerful pieces of Dojo, but in order to fully complete our
task of using keyboard events to traverse our form, we need to add a couple more pieces to our
example. See the new example for a fully functional example:
<body>
<h1>Press Up/Down Arrow Or Enter Keys to traverse form.</h1>
<h2>Home/End will go to the beginning or end.</h2>
<form id="traverseForm">
First Name: <input type="text" id="firstName">
Last Name: <input type="text" id="lastName">
Email Address: <input type="text" id="email">
Phone Number: <input type="text" id="phone">
<input type="submit" id="send" value="send">
</form>
</body>
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/on",
"dojo/query", "dojo/keys", "dojo/NodeList-traverse",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(dom, domConstruct, on, query, keys) {
var inputs = query("input");
on(dom.byId("traverseForm"), "keydown", function(event) {
var node = query.NodeList([event.target]);
var nextNode;
//on listens for the keydown events inside of the div
node, on all form elements
switch(event.keyCode) {
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case keys.UP_ARROW:
nextNode = node.prev("input");
if(nextNode[0]){
//if not first element
nextNode[0].focus();
//moving the focus from the current element
to the previous
}
break;
case keys.DOWN_ARROW:
nextNode = node.next("input");
if(nextNode[0]){
//if not last element
nextNode[0].focus();
//moving the focus from the current element
to the next
}
break;
case keys.HOME:
inputs[0].focus();
break;
case keys.END:
inputs[inputs.length - 2].focus();
break;
case keys.ENTER:
event.preventDefault();
//prevent default keeps the form from submitting
when the enter button is pressed
//on the submit button
if(event.target.type !== "submit"){
nextNode = node.next("input");
if(nextNode[0]){
//if not last element
nextNode[0].focus();
//moving the focus from the current
element to the next
}
}else {
// submit the form
log("form submitted!");
}
break;
default:
log("some other key: " + event.keyCode);
}
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});
});

Keyboard Navigation with dijit/_KeyNavMixin
Finally, if your primary goal in handling keyboard events is navigation, you can
use dijit/_KeyNavMixin . It requires that some navigation event handlers are defined in
your widget, but once you meet its requirements it handles listening for and responding to
navigation-related keyboard events for you. We won't go into detail in this section, but you can
read about it in the reference guide and see a basic implementation in the following demo.

Conclusion
Dojo's event normalization using dojo/on makes it increasingly simple to handle keyboard
input inside of the often changing and conflicting browser environment.
Using dojo/on and dojo/keys , we created a form that expanded upon the default
behavior of the up/down arrows and enter key. With this new knowledge, think of ways that
you can use Dojo's event normalization and event delegation to increase the usability of your
web application.
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Using dojo/query
In this section, we will learn about DOM querying and how the dojo/query module allows
you to easily select nodes and work with them.

Getting Started
When working with the DOM, it's important to be able to retrieve nodes quickly and efficiently.
We've covered one option: dom.byId . However, coming up with unique IDs for every
interesting node in your application can be a daunting and impractical task. It would also be
inefficient to find and operate on multiple nodes by ID alone. Thankfully, there is another
solution: dojo/query . The dojo/query module uses familiar CSS queries (which you use in
your stylesheets) to retrieve a list of nodes, including support for advanced CSS3 selectors!

Queries
To demonstrate some of the most common queries, we'll be using the following HTML, which
might be something you would see if you were developing a list of links for a website:
<ul id="list">
<li class="odd">
<div class="bold">
<a class="odd">Odd</a>
</div>
</li>
<li class="even">
<div class="italic">
<a class="even">Even</a>
</div>
</li>
<li class="odd">
<a class="odd">Odd</a>
</li>
<li class="even">
<div class="bold">
<a class="even">Even</a>
</div>
</li>
<li class="odd">
<div class="italic">
<a class="odd">Odd</a>
</div>
</li>
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<li class="even">
<a class="even">Even</a>
</li>
</ul>
<ul id="list2">
<li class="odd">Odd</li>
</ul>
// require the query, dom, and domReady modules
require(["dojo/query", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"], function
(query, dom) {
// retrieve an array of nodes with the ID "list"
var list = query("#list")[0];
})
// retrieve an array of nodes with the class name "odd"
var odds = query(".odd");

Restricting your query
You might have noticed that odds in the prior example contains nodes from both lists that are
in the DOM. Let's say we only wanted the odd nodes from the first list. There are two ways to
do this:
// retrieve an array of nodes with the class name "odd"
// from the first list using a selector
var odds1 = query("#list .odd");
// retrieve an array of nodes with the class name "odd"
// from the first list using a DOM node
var odds2 = query(".odd", dom.byId("list"));
Both arrays contain the same elements, but through different methods: the first by using
selector syntax and letting the query engine limit the results from all of the DOM; the second by
limiting the scope of the query engine to a specific DOM node.

More advanced selections
Our previous query results contained a mix of <li> 's and <a> 's, but what if we're only
concerned about the <a> 's? You can combine tag names with class names:
var oddA = query("a.odd");
// Retrieve an array of any a element that has an
// li as its ancestor.
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var allA = query("li a");
// Retrieve an array of any a element that has an
// li as its direct parent.
var someA = query("li > a");

NodeList
As mentioned before, query returns an array of nodes that match the selector; this array is
actually a dojo/NodeList and has methods for interacting with the nodes contained in it.
The demo for the previous examples used a couple of these methods, but let's take a look at
some of the ones you'll most likely use in your applications. For this set of examples, we'll be
using the following markup:
<div id="list">
<div class="odd">One</div>
<div class="even">Two</div>
<div class="odd">Three</div>
<div class="even">Four</div>
<div class="odd">Five</div>
<div class="even">Six</div>
</div>
// Wait for the DOM to be ready before working with it
require(["dojo/query", "dojo/dom-class", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(query, domClass) {
query(".odd").forEach(function(node, index, nodelist){
// for each node in the array returned by query,
// execute the following code
domClass.add(node, "red");
});
});
require(["dojo/query", "dojo/NodeList-dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(query) {
// Add "red" to the className of each node matching
// the selector ".odd"
query(".odd").addClass("red");
// Add "blue" to the className of each node matching
// the selector ".even"
query(".even").addClass("blue");
});
// Remove "red" from and add "blue" to the className
// of each node matching the selector ".odd"
query(".odd").removeClass("red").addClass("blue");
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// Change the font color to "white" and add "italic" to
// the className of each node matching the selector ".even"
query(".even").style("color", "white").addClass("italic");

Events
Another convenience method that NodeList provides is on for connecting to DOM events.
Although DOM events are covered in the next section, we'll cover the syntax of
using NodeList 's on method. It should also be noted that even though this is a convenient
syntax, this approach should not be used with a NodeList that contains a large number of
nodes; instead, a technique called event delegation should be used in those instances, which is
covered in the events section.
<button class="hookUp demoBtn">Click Me!</button>
<button class="hookUp demoBtn">Click Me!</button>
<button class="hookUp demoBtn">Click Me!</button>
<button class="hookUp demoBtn">Click Me!</button>
<script>
// Wait for the DOM to be ready before working with it
require(["dojo/query", "dojo/domReady!"], function(query) {
query(".hookUp").on("click", function(){
alert("This button is hooked up!");
});
});
</script>

Conclusion
As you can see, working with DOM nodes in bulk is fairly simple. Using query , we can quickly
and easily get a collection of the nodes that we want to work with. Being able to adjust styles
and change classes in bulk is pretty handy, but where Dojo really starts to shine is adding
interaction to a page. We've shown a simple example of how to handle a click event, but in
the next section, we'll dive deeper into handling events with Dojo.
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Ajax with dojo/request
dojo/request is a new API (introduced in Dojo 1.8) for making requests to a server from the
client. This section introduces the dojo/request API: you'll learn how to request a text file
from the server, handle errors if they occur, post information to the server, take advantage of
the notify API, and use the registry to use the same code to request data from different
locations.

Getting Started
dojo/request allows you to send and receive data to and from the server without reloading
the page (commonly known as AJAX). The new features introduced make written code more
compact and the execution lightning fast. This section
mentions dojo/promise and dojo/Deferred , which dojo/request uses for
asynchronous programming. Because it's impossible to learn everything at once, just keep in
mind that promises and Deferreds allow for easier programming of non-blocking asynchronous
code. After this section, you'll want to check out those sections.

Introducing dojo/request
Let's take a look at a simple example:
require(["dojo/request"], function(request){
request("helloworld.txt").then(
function(text){
console.log("The file's content is: " + text);
},
function(error){
console.log("An error occurred: " + error);
}
);
});

The dojo/request API
Every request needs one thing: an end-point. Because of this, dojo/request 's first
parameter is the URL to request.


method - An uppercase string representing the HTTP method to use to make the
request.

Several helper functions are provided to make specifying this option easier (`request.get`,
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`request.post`, `request.put`, `request.del`).


sync - A boolean that, if true, causes the request to block until the server has

responded or the request has timed out.


query - A string or key-value object containing query parameters to append to

the URL.


data - A string, key-value object, or FormData object containing data to

transfer to the server.


timeout - Time in milliseconds before considering the request a failure and triggering

the error handler.


handleAs - A string representing how to convert the text payload of the response before

passing the converted data to the success handler. Possible formats are "text" (the default),
"json",
"javascript", and "xml".


headers - A key-value object containing extra headers to send with the request.

Let's take a look at an example using some of these options:
require(["dojo/request"], function(request){
request.post("post-content.php", {
data: {
color: "blue",
answer: 42
},
headers: {
"X-Something": "A value"
}
}).then(function(text){
console.log("The server returned: ", text);
});
});
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Examples: request.get and request.post
The following are some common uses of dojo/request .

Display the contents of a text file on a page
This example uses dojo/request.get to request a text file. A good use of this approach
would be to provide text for terms and conditions or privacy for a site, because the text files
would only be sent to the client if they were specifically requested, and it is easier to maintain
text in a file than in code.
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/on", "dojo/request",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(dom, on, request){
// Results will be displayed in resultDiv
var resultDiv = dom.byId("resultDiv");
// Attach the onclick event handler to the textButton
on(dom.byId("textButton"), "click", function(evt){
// Request the text file
request.get("../resources/text/psalm_of_life.txt").then(
function(response){
// Display the text file content
resultDiv.innerHTML =
"<pre>"+response+"</pre>";
},
function(error){
// Display the error returned
resultDiv.innerHTML = "<div
class=\"error\">"+error+"<div>";
}
);
});
}
);

Login demo
In the example below, a POST request is used to send the username and password to the server
and the result from the server is displayed.
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require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/on", "dojo/request", "dojo/domform"],
function(dom, on, request, domForm){
var form = dom.byId('formNode');
// Attach the onsubmit event handler of the form
on(form, "submit", function(evt){
// prevent the page from navigating after submit
evt.stopPropagation();
evt.preventDefault();
// Post the data to the server
request.post("../resources/php/login-demo.php", {
// Send the username and password
data: domForm.toObject("formNode"),
// Wait 2 seconds for a response
timeout: 2000
}).then(function(response){
dom.byId('svrMessage').innerHTML = response;
});
});
}
);

Headers demo
In the example below, a POST request is used as above, and the Auth-Token header is accessed.
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/on", "dojo/request", "dojo/domform"],
function(dom, on, request, domForm){
// Results will be displayed in resultDiv
var form = dom.byId('formNode');
// Attach the onsubmit event handler of the form
on(form, "submit", function(evt){
// prevent the page from navigating after submit
evt.stopPropagation();
evt.preventDefault();
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// Post the data to the server
var promise = request.post("../resources/php/logindemo.php", {
// Send the username and password
data: domForm.toObject("formNode"),
// Wait 2 seconds for a response
timeout: 2000
});
// Use promise.response.then, NOT promise.then
promise.response.then(function(response){
// get the message from the data property
var message = response.data;
// Access the 'Auth-Token' header
var token = response.getHeader('Auth-Token');
dom.byId('svrMessage').innerHTML = message;
dom.byId('svrToken').innerHTML = token;
});
});
}
);

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
JSON is a very common way to encode data for AJAX requests, because it is easy to read, easy
to work with, and very compact. JSON can be used to encode any type of data: JSON support is
included in or available for many languages, including PHP, Java, Perl, Python, Ruby, and ASP.
{
"title":"JSON Sample Data",
"items":[{
"name":"text",
"value":"text data"
},{
"name":"integer",
"value":100
},{
"name":"float",
"value":5.65
},{
"name":"boolean",
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"value":false
}]
}
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/request", "dojo/json",
"dojo/_base/array", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(dom, request, JSON, arrayUtil){
// Results will be displayed in resultDiv
var resultDiv = dom.byId("resultDiv");
// Request the JSON data from the server
request.get("../resources/data/sample.json.php", {
// Parse data from JSON to a JavaScript object
handleAs: "json"
}).then(function(data){
// Display the data sent from the server
var html = "<h2>JSON Data</h2>" +
"<p>JSON encoded data:</p>" +
"<p><code>" + JSON.stringify(data) +
"</code></p>"+
"<h3>Accessing the JSON data</h3>" +
"<p><strong>title</strong> " + data.title +
"</p>" +
"<p><strong>items</strong> An array of items." +
"Each item has a name and a value. The type of
" +
"the value is shown in parentheses.</p><dl>";
arrayUtil.forEach(data.items, function(item,i){
html += "<dt>" + item.name +
"</dt><dd>" + item.value +
" (" + (typeof item.value) + ")</dd>";
});
html += "</dl>";
resultDiv.innerHTML = html;
},
function(error){
// Display the error returned
resultDiv.innerHTML = error;
});
}
);
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JSONP (Javascript Object Notation with Padding)
AJAX requests are restricted to the current domain. If you need to request data from a different
domain, you can use JSONP. When using JSONP, a script tag is inserted in the current page,
the src file is requested, the server wraps the data in a callback function, and when the
response is interpreted, the callback is called with the data as its first argument. JSONP requests
are made with dojo/request/script.
Let's take a look at a few examples:

Using JSONP to request data from a server and handling the response
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/on", "dojo/request/script",
"dojo/json", "dojo/domReady!"
], function(dom, on, script, JSON){
// Results will be displayed in resultDiv
var resultDiv = dom.byId("resultDiv");
// Attach the onclick event handler to the makeRequest
button
on(dom.byId('makeRequest'),"click", function(evt){
// When the makeRequest button is clicked, send the
current
// date and time to the server in a JSONP request
var d = new Date(),
dateNow = d.toString();
script.get("../resources/php/jsonp-demo.php",{
// Tell the server that the callback name to
// use is in the "callback" query parameter
jsonp: "callback",
// Send the date and time
query: {
clienttime: dateNow
}
}).then(function(data){
// Display the result
resultDiv.innerHTML = JSON.stringify(data);
});
});
});

Using JSONP to request Dojo pull requests from the GitHub API
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/on", "dojo/request/script",
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"dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/_base/array",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(dom, on, script, domConstruct, arrayUtil){
var pullsNode = dom.byId("pullrequests");
// Attach the onclick event handler to tweetButton
on(dom.byId("pullrequestsButton"), "click", function(evt){
// Request the open pull requests from Dojo's GitHub
repo
script.get("https://api.github.com/repos/dojo/dojo/pulls", {
// Use the "callback" query parameter to tell
// GitHub's services the name of the function
// to wrap the data in
jsonp: "callback"
}).then(function(response){
// Empty the tweets node
domConstruct.empty(pullsNode);
// Create a document fragment to keep from
// doing live DOM manipulation
var fragment = document.createDocumentFragment();
// Loop through each pull request and create a list
item
// for it
arrayUtil.forEach(response.data, function(pull){
var li = domConstruct.create("li", {},
fragment);
var link = domConstruct.create("a", {href:
pull.url, innerHTML: pull.title}, li);
});
// Append the document fragment to the list
domConstruct.place(fragment, pullsNode);
});
});
});

Reporting Status
dojo/request/notify provides a mechanism to report the status of requests made
with dojo/request (or any provider within dojo/request ).
Requiring dojo/request/notify will allow the providers to emit events which can be
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listened to and used to report the status of requests. To listen for an event, call the return value
of the dojo/request/notify module with two parameters: an event name and a listener
function. The following are the events that dojo/request providers emit:

Supported dojo/request/notify events







start - Emitted when the first in-flight request starts
send - Emitted prior to a provider sending a request
load - Emitted when a provider receives a successful response
error - Emitted when a provider receives an error
done - Emitted when a provider finishes a request, regardless of success or failure
stop - Emitted when all in-flight requests have finished

Using dojo/request/notify to monitor the progress of requests
require(["dojo/dom", "dojo/request", "dojo/request/notify",
"dojo/on", "dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/query",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(dom, request, notify, on, domConstruct){
// Listen for events from request providers
notify("start", function(){
domConstruct.place("<p>Start</p>","divStatus");
});
notify("send", function(data, cancel){
domConstruct.place("<p>Sent
request</p>","divStatus");
});
notify("load", function(data){
domConstruct.place("<p>Load (response
received)</p>","divStatus");
});
notify("error", function(error){
domConstruct.place("<p
class=\"error\">Error</p>","divStatus");
});
notify("done", function(data){
domConstruct.place("<p>Done (response
processed)</p>","divStatus");
if(data instanceof Error){
domConstruct.place("<p
class=\"error\">Error</p>","divStatus");
}else{
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domConstruct.place("<p
class=\"success\">Success</p>","divStatus");
}
});
notify("stop", function(){
domConstruct.place("<p>Stop</p>","divStatus");
domConstruct.place("<p class=\"ready\">Ready</p>",
"divStatus");
});
// Use event delegation to only listen for clicks that
// come from nodes with a class of "action"
on(dom.byId("buttonContainer"), ".action:click",
function(evt){
domConstruct.empty("divStatus");
request.get("../resources/php/notify-demo.php", {
query: {
success: this.id === "successBtn"
},
handleAs: "json"
});
});
}
);

dojo/request/registry
dojo/request/registry provides a mechanism to route requests based on the URL requested.
Common uses of the registry are to assign a provider based on whether the request will be
made to the current domain using JSON, or to a different domain using JSONP. You may also
use this approach if the URLs can vary based on the operations in progress.

dojo/request/registry syntax
request.register(url, provider, first);

dojo/request/registry parameters
o
o
o

string - If the url is a string, the provider will be used if the url is an exact match.
regExp - If the url is regular expression, the provider will be used if the regular
expression matches the requested URL.
function - If the url is a function, the function will be passed the URL and options
object of the request. If the function returns a truthy value, the provider will be
used for the request
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provider - The provider to use to handle the request.
first - An optional boolean parameter. If truthy, registers the provider before other
already registered providers.

Let's take a look at one final example:

Using dojo/request/registry to assign the provider based on the URL
of requests
require(["dojo/request/registry", "dojo/request/script",
"dojo/dom",
"dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/on", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(request, script, dom, domConstuct, on){
// Registers anything that starts with "http://"
// to be sent to the script provider,
// requests for a local search will use xhr
request.register(/^https?:\/\//i, script);
// When the search button is clicked
on(dom.byId("searchButton"), "click", function(){
// First send a request to twitter for all tweets
// tagged with the search string
request("http://search.twitter.com/search.json", {
query: {
q:"#" + dom.byId("searchText").value,
result_type:"mixed",
lang:"en"
},
jsonp: "callback"
}).then(function(data){
// If the tweets node exists, destroy it
if (dom.byId("tweets")){
domConstuct.destroy("tweets");
}
// If at least one result was returned
if (data.results.length > 0) {
// Create a new tweet list
domConstuct.create("ul", {id:
"tweets"},"twitterDiv");
// Add each tweet as an li
while (data.results.length>0){
domConstuct.create("li", {innerHTML:
data.results.shift().text},"tweets");
}
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}else{
// No results returned
domConstuct.create("p",
{id:"tweets",innerHTML:"None"},"twitterDiv");
}
});
// Next send a request to the local search
request("../resources/php/search.php", {
query: {
q: dom.byId("searchText").value
},
handleAs: "json"
}).then(
function(data){
dom.byId('localResourceDiv').innerHTML =
"<p><strong>" + data.name +
"</strong><br />" +
"<a href=\"" + data.url + "\">" +
data.url + "</a><br />";
},
function(error){
// If no results are found, the local search
returns a 404
dom.byId('localResourceDiv').innerHTML =
"<p>None</p>";
}
);
});
}
);

Best Practices
Best practices for using dojo/request include:








Careful choice of request method. Generally, GET is used for simple requests of data
without security considerations.GET is often faster than POST. POST is usually used to
send form data and when the data should not be passed on the URL.
Use of HTTPS for data which should be protected and on HTTPS pages.
Since AJAX requests don't refresh the page, most users appreciate status updates,
from Loading ... to Done.
Error callbacks should be used for graceful detection and recovery of request failures.
Use available developer tools to resolve problems more quickly.
Test your code carefully with as many browsers as possible.
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Conclusion
dojo/request provides a cross-browser compliant AJAX interface for requests to the current
domain and others, including graceful error handling, support for notification, and request
routing based on URL. The promise returned by dojo/request is a promise, allowing a series
of requests to be issued and the responses processed asynchronously. Pages can include
content from multiple sources and use the data from each request as soon as it is available.
Turbocharge your pages with dojo/request !
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Arrays
In this section, you'll learn about Dojo's cross-platform solution for easily working with arrays in
JavaScript: dojo/_base/array .

Getting Started
Data access and manipulation is a very important aspect of development that you will
encounter when building your web application. The implementors of JavaScript knew this, and
have added some methods on array instances to aid in working more easily with them. Sadly,
not all browsers and environments have adopted these new methods. The good news is that
Dojo provides array helper methods along the lines of the new methods, so no matter what
environment you're running in, you'll be able to easily work with arrays.

Searching
One operation you will need to use when working with arrays is finding an item within an array.
Dojo provides two functions within
the dojo/_base/array resource: indexOf and lastIndexOf . The indexOf method
searches through an array from lowest index to highest, and lastIndexOf searches from
highest to lowest. Both take the same arguments: an array to search, an item to search for, and
an optional index to start from. Let's look at some examples:
require(["dojo/_base/array"], function(arrayUtil) {
var arr1 = [1,2,3,4,3,2,1,2,3,4,3,2,1];
arrayUtil.indexOf(arr1, 2); // returns 1
arrayUtil.indexOf(arr1, 2, 2); // returns 5
arrayUtil.lastIndexOf(arr1, 2); // returns 11
});
var obj1 = { id: 1 },
arr2 = [{ id: 0 }, obj1, { id: 2 }, { id: 3 }];
// This search returns 1, as obj1 is the second item
// in the array.
arrayUtil.indexOf(arr2, obj1);
// This search returns -1. While the objects may look similar,
// they are entirely different objects, and so this object
// isn't found in the array.
arrayUtil.indexOf(arr2, { id: 1 });
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Looping
Another frequent operation is looping over the items of an array. Usually, this is done with
something similar to the following:
var item;
for(var i = 0; i &lt; arr.length; i++){
item = arr[i];
// do something with item
}




It will iterate over indices that are unassigned that are found between assigned indices.
What this means is that if you have an undefined value somewhere in your array, it will
still execute your function for that index, as opposed to just skipping it.
The looping is done over the array itself. When using the native forEach method in
supported browsers, it loops over a copy of the array, and not the array itself. That
means that any changes you make to the base array in the function are visible to later
executions of that function.

In fact, these two differences are true for all of the methods discussed in this section. Let's take
a look at an example:
var arr = ["one", "two", "three", "four"],
// dom is from dojo/dom
list1 = dom.byId("list1");
// Skip over index 4, leaving it undefined
arr[5] = "six";
arrayUtil.forEach(arr, function(item, index){
// This function is called for every item in the array
if(index == 3){
// this changes the original array,
// which changes the item passed to
// the sixth invocation of this function
arr[5] = "seven";
}
// domConstruct is available at dojo/dom-construct
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: item + " (" + index + ")"
}, list1);
});
var list2 = dom.byId("list2"),
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myObject = {
prefix: "ITEM: ",
formatItem: function(item, index){
return this.prefix + item + " (" + index + ")";
},
outputItems: function(arr, node){
arrayUtil.forEach(arr, function(item, index){
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: this.formatItem(item, index)
}, node);
}, this);
}
};
myObject.outputItems(arr, list2);

Manipulating
Dojo makes looping quite easy, but often you'll want to take data in an array and do something
with it that results in a new array. Let's say we have an array of strings that we want to
transform into objects with their "name" property set to the string. Given what we know, we
might do something similar to this:
var original = ["one", "two", "three", "four", "five"],
transformed = [];
arrayUtil.forEach(original, function(item, index){
transformed.push({
id: index * 100,
text: item
});
}); // [ { id: 0, text: "one" }, { id: 100, text: "two" }, ... ]
var mapped = arrayUtil.map(original, function(item, index){
return {
id: index * 100,
text: item
};
}); // [ { id: 0, text: "one" }, { id: 100, text: "two" }, ... ]
var filtered = arrayUtil.filter(mapped, function(item, index){
return item.id &gt; 50 && item.id &lt; 350;
}); // [ { id: 100, text: "two" }, { id: 200, text: "three" },
//
{ id: 300, text: "four" } ]
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Matching
Sometimes you'll want to know if the items in an array match a certain condition: perhaps you
want to know if some objects have an error property on them, or you want to be sure that all
objects have a text property. This is where some and every come in handy. The function
signature is exactly like filter (including what the callback should return), but rather than
return an array, a boolean is returned: every will return true if the callback
returns true for every item in the array, and some will return true if the callback
returns true for at least one item in the array. The following examples should make this clear:
var arr1 = [1,2,3,4,5],
arr2 = [1,1,1,1,1];
arrayUtil.every(arr1, function(item){ return item == 1; }); //
returns false
arrayUtil.some(arr1, function(item){ return item == 1; }); //
returns true
arrayUtil.every(arr2, function(item){ return item == 1; }); //
returns true
arrayUtil.some(arr2, function(item){ return item == 1; }); //
returns true
arrayUtil.every(arr2, function(item){ return item == 2; }); //
returns false
arrayUtil.some(arr2, function(item){ return item == 2; }); //
returns false

Conclusion
The JavaScript specification has given us quite a few powerful methods of arrays, but not all
browsers and environments support them. Dojo's dojo/_base/array module bridges this
gap between new and old with its array methods, so that you can quickly and efficiently do
more with less code.
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Augmenting Objects
When you’re working with JavaScript, you’re working with objects.
The dojo/_base/lang resource makes it easy to augment objects and prototypes
using lang.mixin , lang.extend , and declare.safeMixin when
using dojo/_base/declare .

Getting Started
lang.mixin , lang.extend , and declare.safeMixin are all used to augment an
original object with properties from one or more other objects. In this context, the other
objects are called “mixins”. There are small differences between each of these functions that
make them suitable for different use cases. Here's a quick overview of the differences before
we dive in:
Method:

lang.mixin

declare.safeMixin

lang.extend

Operates on

object

object

object.prototype

Mixes
in constructor property

yes

no

yes

Mixes in multiple objects
at once

yes

no

yes

Annotates functions to
support this.inherited

no

yes

no

Speed

fast

slow

fast

Use primarily with

A plain
object

A declare instance

A constructor
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lang.mixin
The lang.mixin method is a simple utility function that, given any number of objects as
arguments, adds the properties of subsequent objects to the first object and returns it. For
example, let's say we have an existing object to which we need to add some additional
properties. This might be a collection of form data, some data for a template, a namespace
object, or a settings object. In any case, without lang.mixin , copying over several properties
might look like this:
var formData = domForm.formToObject(dom.byId('form'));
formData.name = currentUser.name;
formData.phone = currentUser.phone;
formData.address = currentUser.address;
formData.city = currentUser.city;
formData.province = currentUser.province;
formData.country = currentUser.country;
formData.postalCode = currentUser.postalCode;
var formData = domForm.formToObject(dom.byId("form"));
lang.mixin(formData, currentUser);
var defaultSettings = {
useTheForce: true,
isEvil: false,
length: 75,
color: "blue"
};
function Lightsaber(settings){
// `defaultSettings` is first mixed into the blank object,
// then `settings` is mixed into the blank object,
overriding
// any properties from `defaultSettings` without altering
// the `defaultSettings` object
this.settings = lang.mixin({}, defaultSettings, settings);
}
var darthsaber = new Lightsaber({
isEvil: true,
color: "red"
});
// { useTheForce: true, isEvil: true, length: 75, color: "red" }
console.log("darthsaber:", darthsaber.settings);
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declare.safeMixin
declare.safeMixin primarily accomplishes the same task as lang.mixin , with three
important differences:




It can only mix in one object at a time
It will not mix in the constructor property
It will add annotations to functions to make them function properly
with declare 's this.inherited function



You are adding functions to an instance of an object created with declare , and:



you rely on calls to this.inherited within those new functions, or



one or more of the mixins contains a constructor property

lang.extend
lang.extend is very similar to lang.mixin , except that it adds properties to the first
object's prototype instead of directly on the object itself. Directly augmenting an object's
prototype is useful if you want to make changes that immediately affect all inheriting instances:
// Assume Lightsaber is defined as in the previous example
var darthsaber = new Lightsaber({
isEvil: true,
color: "red"
});
var weaponMixin = {
hp: 5,
maxHp: 10,
repair: function() {
if(this.hp >= this.maxHp) {
console.log("Can't repair!");
return;
}
this.hp++;
},
swing: function() {
if(!this.hp) {
console.log("Weapon is broken!");
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return;
}
this.hp--;
console.log(Math.random() >= 0.5 ? "hit!" : "miss!");
}
};
lang.extend(Lightsaber, weaponMixin);
// Now we can call swing() on our Lightsaber instance,
// even though we augmented the prototype after creating the
instance.
darthsaber.swing(); // "hit!" (or "miss!" if you are unlucky)
var Lightsaber = declare({
constructor: function(settings){
this.settings = lang.mixin({}, defaultSettings,
settings);
}
});
// same augmentation, but calls to this.inherited won't break:
Lightsaber.extend(weaponMixin);
It's important to note that all mixin functions perform "shallow" copies. This means that the
following is true:
It is important to note that the mixin functions we have introduced perform “shallow” copies.
For example:
var a = {
name: "a",
subObject: {
foo: "bar"
}
};
var b = lang.mixin({}, a);
b.name = "b";
b.subObject.foo = "baz";
console.log("a b, as expected:",
a.name, b.name);
console.log("true - both subObjects reference the exact same
object:",
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a.subObject === b.subObject);
console.log("baz baz - a change to one subObject affects both:",
a.subObject.foo, b.subObject.foo);
var a = {
name: "a",
subObject: {
foo: "bar"
}
};
var b = lang.clone(a);
b.name = "b";
b.subObject.foo = "baz";
console.log("a b, same as before:",
a.name, b.name);
console.log("false - the subObjects are different now:",
a.subObject === b.subObject);
console.log("bar baz - a change to one subObject no longer
affects all:",
a.subObject.foo, b.subObject.foo);

Conclusion
Dojo simplifies the process of creating and augmenting objects and classes.
The lang.mixin and declare.safeMixin methods offer a convenient way to add and
modify properties on an object, and lang.extend makes it easy to modify the prototype of
an object. Remember, though, that these functions perform shallow copies.
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Creating Classes
The dojo/_base/declare module is the foundation of class creation within the Dojo
Toolkit. declare allows for multiple inheritance to allow developers to create flexible code
and avoid writing the same code routines. Dojo, Dijit, and Dojox modules all use declare ; in
this section, you'll learn why you should too.

Getting Started
Make sure you have reviewed the concepts presented in the modules section.

Basic Dojo Class Creation with Dojo
The declare function is defined in the dojo/_base/declare module. declare accepts
three arguments: className , superClass , and properties .

ClassName
The className argument represents the name of the class, including the namespace, to be
created. Named classes are placed within the global scope. The className can also
represent the inheritance chain via the namespace.
Named Class
// Create a new class named "mynamespace.MyClass"
declare("mynamespace.MyClass", null, {
// Custom properties and methods here
});
"Anonymous" Class
// Create a scoped, anonymous class
var MyClass = declare(null, {
// Custom properties and methods here
});
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SuperClass(es)
The SuperClass argument can be null , one existing class, or an array of existing classes. If a
new class inherits from more than one class, the first class in the list will be the base prototype,
the rest will be considered "mixins".
Class with No Inheritance
var MyClass = declare(null, {
// Custom properties and methods here
});
Class Inheriting from Another Class
var MySubClass = declare(MyClass, {
// MySubClass now has all of MyClass's properties and
methods
// These properties and methods override parent's
});
Class with Multiple Inheritance
var MyMultiSubClass = declare([
MySubClass,
MyOtherClass,
MyMixinClass
],{
// MyMultiSubClass now has all of the properties and methods
from:
// MySubClass, MyOtherClass, and MyMixinClass
});
An array of classes signifies multiple inheritance. Properties and methods are inherited from
left to right. The first class in the array serves as the base prototype, then the subsequent
classes are mixins to that class.
If a property or method is specified in more than one inherited class, the property or method
from the last inherited class is used.
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Properties and Methods Object
The last argument of declare is an object containing methods and properties for the class
prototype. Properties and methods provided via this argument will override their same
namesake if inherited classes have the same properties.
Custom Properties and Methods
// Class with custom properties and methods
var MyClass = declare(MyParentClass, {
// Any property
myProperty1: 12,
// Another
myOtherProperty: "Hello",
// A method
myMethod: function(){
// Perform any functionality here
return result;
}
});

Example: Basic Class Creation and Inheritance
The following code creates a widget that inherits from dijit/form/Button :
define([
"dojo/_base/declare",
"dijit/form/Button"
], function(declare, Button){
return declare("mynamespace.Button", Button, {
label: "My Button",
onClick: function(evt){
console.log("I was clicked!");
this.inherited(arguments);
}
});
});
From the snippet above, it's easy to conclude:


The class' name is mynamespace.Button



The class may be referenced by the globally available mynamespace.Button or from
the module's return value
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The class inherits from dijit/form/Button (and thus Button's dependencies)
The class sets a few custom properties and methods

The constructor Method
One of the special class methods is the constructor method. The constructor method is
fired upon class instantiation, executed in the scope of the new object. This means that
the this keyword references the instance, not the original class. The constructor method
also accepts any number of instance-specific arguments.
// Create a new class
var Twitter = declare(null, {
// The default username
username: "defaultUser",
// The constructor
constructor: function(args){
declare.safeMixin(this,args);
}
});
Take the following instance creation:
var myInstance = new Twitter();
var myInstance = new Twitter({
username: "sitepen"
});
This function is used to mix in properties like lang._mixin does, but it skips a constructor
property and decorates functions like dojo/_base/declare does. It is meant to be used with classes
and objects produced with dojo/_base/declare. Functions mixed in with declare.safeMixin can
use this.inherited() like normal methods. This function is used to implement extend() method of a
constructor produced with declare().

Inheritance
As stated above, inheritance is defined within the second argument of declare . Classes are
mixed-in from left to right with each subsequent class' properties and methods getting priority
over the previous if a property has already been defined. Take the following:
// Define class A
var A = declare(null, {
// A few properties...
propertyA: "Yes",
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propertyB: 2
});
// Define class B
var B = declare(A, {
// A few properties...
propertyA: "Maybe",
propertyB: 1,
propertyC: true
});
// Define class C
var C = declare([mynamespace.A, mynamespace.B], {
// A few properties...
propertyA: "No",
propertyB: 99,
propertyD: false
});
The result of the inherited class properties is:
// Create an instance

var instance = new C();
//
//
//
//

instance.propertyA
instance.propertyB
instance.propertyC
instance.propertyD

=
=
=
=

"No" // overridden by B, then by C
99 // overridden by B, then by C
true // kept from B
false // created by C

It is important to have a clear understanding of prototypical inheritance. When a property is
read from an object instance, the instance itself is first inspected to see if the property is
defined on it. If not, the prototype chain is traversed and the value from the first object in the
chain that has the property defined is returned. When a value is assigned to a property it is
always on the object instance, never the prototype. The result of this is that all objects that
share a common prototype will return the same value for a property defined on the prototype,
unless the value has been set on the instance. This makes it easy to define default values for
primitive data types (number, string, boolean) in your class declaration and update them on
instance objects as needed. However, if you assign object values (Object, Array) to a property
on the prototype, every instance will manipulate the same shared value. Consider the
following:
var MyClass = declare(null, {
primitiveVal: 5,
objectVal: [1, 2, 3]
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});
var obj1 = new MyClass();
var obj2 = new MyClass();
// both return the same value from the prototype
obj1.primitiveVal === 5; // true
obj2.primitiveVal === 5; // true
// obj2 gets its own property (prototype remains unchanged)
obj2.primitiveVal = 10;
// obj1 still gets its value from the prototype
obj1.primitiveVal === 5; // true
obj2.primitiveVal === 10; // true
// both point to the array on the prototype,
// neither instance has its own array at this point
obj1.objectVal === obj2.objectVal; // true
// obj2 manipulates the prototype's array
obj2.objectVal.push(4);
// obj2's manipulation is reflected in obj1 since the array
// is shared by all instances from the prototype
obj1.objectVal.length === 4; // true
obj1.objectVal[3] === 4; // true
// only assignment of the property itself (not manipulation of
object
// properties) creates an instance-specific property
obj2.objectVal = [];
obj1.objectVal === obj2.objectVal; // false
To avoid inadvertently sharing arrays or objects among all instances, object properties should
be declared with null values and initialized in the constructor function:
declare(null, {
// not strictly necessary, but good practice
// for readability to declare all properties
memberList: null,
roomMap: null,
constructor: function () {
// initializing these properties with values in the
constructor
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// ensures that they ready for use by other methods
// (and are not null or undefined)
this.memberList = [];
this.roomMap = {};
}
});

this.inherited
While completely overriding methods is certainly useful, sometimes the constructor of each
class up through the inheritance chain should be executed to preserve its original functionality.
This is where the this.inherited(arguments) statement comes in handy.
The this.inherited(arguments) statement calls the parent class' method of the same
name. Consider the following:
// Define class A
var A = declare(null, {
myMethod: function(){
console.log("Hello!");
}
});
// Define class B
var B = declare(A, {
myMethod: function(){
// Call A's myMethod
this.inherited(arguments); // arguments provided to A's
myMethod
console.log("World!");
}
});
// Create an instance of B
var myB = new B();
myB.myMethod();
// Would output:
//
Hello!
//
World!

Conclusion
The declare function is the key to creating modular, reusable classes with the Dojo
Toolkit. declare allows for complex class recreation with multiple inheritance and any
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number of properties and methods. Better yet is that declare is simple to learn and will
allow developers to avoid repeating code.
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Deferreds
In this section, you'll learn the basics of using Dojo's Deferred implementation, which are a way
to easily work with asynchronous actions, such as Ajax calls.

Getting Started
When you hear the term "Deferred" for the first time, it might sound like a mystical object,
when in fact it is a powerful tool for working with asynchronous operations, such as Ajax. In its
simplest form, a Deferred waits until a later time to perform an action; essentially, you're
deferring the action until a prior action is completed. Ajax is one such situation: We don't want
to take some actions until we know that the server has successfully sent information back to us.
Being able to wait for that returned value is key. For this section, we will be combining our
knowledge from the Ajax section and discovering how to use Deferreds to improve our
interactions with all things asynchronous.

dojo/Deferred
Dojo's implementation of a deferred object is dojo/Deferred (and has been around since
version 0.3), and was refactored for Dojo 1.8. After instantiating a Deferred , an action, or
callback as we will refer to it from now on, can be registered by passing a function to
the then method, which will be called when the Deferred is resolved (a success).
The then method also takes a second argument: a function that will be called if
the Deferred is rejected (an error), often referred to as the errback . Let's take a look at an
example to gain a better understanding:
require(["dojo/Deferred", "dojo/request", "dojo/_base/array",
"dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(Deferred, request, arrayUtil, domConstruct, dom) {
// Create a deferred and get the user list
var deferred = new Deferred(),
userlist = dom.byId("userlist");
// Set up the callback and errback for the deferred
deferred.then(function(res){
arrayUtil.forEach(res, function(user){
domConstruct.create("li", {
id: user.id,
innerHTML: user.username + ": " + user.name
}, userlist);
});
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},function(err){
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: "Error: " + err
}, userlist);
});
// Send an HTTP request
request.get("users.json", {
handleAs: "json"}).then(
function(response){
// Resolve when content is received
deferred.resolve(response);
},
function(error){
// Reject on error
deferred.reject(error);
}
);
});
require(["dojo/request", "dojo/_base/array", "dojo/domconstruct", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(request, arrayUtil, domConstruct, dom) {
var deferred = request.get("users.json", {
handleAs: "json"
});
deferred.then(function(res){
var userlist = dom.byId("userlist");
arrayUtil.forEach(res, function(user){
domConstruct.create("li", {
id: user.id,
innerHTML: user.username + ": " + user.name
}, userlist);
});
},function(err){
// This shouldn't occur, but it's defined just in
case
alert("An error occurred: " + err);
});
});
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Chaining
Although Deferreds are a fairly simple concept once you get the hang of
it, dojo/Deferred contains some powerful features. One of those features is chaining: the
result of a then call acts like a new Deferred, but for the value returned by the callback. This
might sound confusing at first, so let's set up an example.
require(["dojo/request", "dojo/_base/array", "dojo/json",
"dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(request, arrayUtil, JSON, domConstruct, dom) {
var original = request.get("users-mangled.json", {
handleAs: "json"
});
var result = original.then(function(res){
var userlist = dom.byId("userlist1");
return arrayUtil.map(res, function(user){
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: JSON.stringify(user)
}, userlist);
return {
id: user[0],
username: user[1],
name: user[2]
};
});
});
// Our result object has a `then` method that accepts a
callback,
// like our original object -- but the value handed to
the callback
// we're registering here is *NOT* the data from the
Ajax call,
// but the return value from the callback above!
result.then(function(objs){
var userlist = dom.byId("userlist2");
arrayUtil.forEach(objs, function(user){
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: JSON.stringify(user)
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}, userlist);
});
});
});
One important thing to note: The original Deferred is untouched by this chaining, and the
server's list remains intact if a callback is registered with the original Deferred:
original.then(function(res){
var userlist = dom.byId("userlist3");
arrayUtil.forEach(res, function(user){
domConstruct.create("li", {
innerHTML: JSON.stringify(user)
}, userlist);
});
});
This example is fairly arbitrary, but chaining can be used to modify data for your application's
consumption. In the case of the example, something like the following could have been done:
require(["dojo/request", "dojo/_base/array", "dojo/domconstruct", "dojo/dom", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(request, arrayUtil, domConstruct, dom) {
function getUserList(){
return request.get("users-mangled.json", {
handleAs: "json"
}).then(function(response){
return arrayUtil.map(response, function(user){
return {
id: user[0],
username: user[1],
name: user[2]
};
});
});
}
getUserList().then(function(users){
var userlist = dom.byId("userlist");
arrayUtil.forEach(users, function(user){
domConstruct.create("li", {
id: user.id,
innerHTML: user.username + ": " + user.name
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}, userlist);
});
});
});

Lists of Deferreds
Sometimes you'll need to fetch data from multiple sources in parallel, and want to be notified
when all requests are complete. You could likely set up some sort of Deferreds calling Deferreds
system, with counts of returns etc etc, but like the first example in this section, you don't have
to do it manually. Prior to Dojo 1.8, this was handled with Dojo/DeferredList . As of 1.8,
this is handled with dojo/promise/all and dojo/promise/first , which are now
covered in thepromises section.

Conclusion
Since most JavaScript applications work with Ajax, a simple and elegant solution for registering
actions is needed, and dojo/Deferred gives us just that. While being simple, it adds power
with chaining.
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Charting
Presenting statistical data in a readable, eye-catching manner is important, but it can also be
difficult. The dojox/charting system was created to alleviate those pains by allowing
developers to create dynamic, unique, and functional charts from varying sets of data. In
addition, dojox/charting provides numerous themes and chart types to allow developers
to display their data any way they'd like. This section will show you how to create basic charts
with varying data, plots, axes, and themes.

Getting Started
Dojo's charting library lives within the dojox/charting resource.
The dojox/charting collection is very unique in that it:









Allows charts to be created with HTML (declaratively) or with JavaScript
(programmatically)
Works on almost all devices
Can render charts in SVG, VML, Silverlight, and Canvas. An effort to allow SVGWeb
rendering is also under way.
Allows for the developer to decide which renderer to use
Evaluates the client and uses an appropriate renderer based on what the client supports
Creates charts with dojox/gfx, a powerful vector graphic library capable of making your
charts animate in a wide variety of ways
Comes packaged with dozens of attractive, diverse themes
Allows for linear and radial gradients within chart themes (and even works in Internet
Explorer!)

Configuring dojox/charting
Before creating these wonderful charts, it's important to make chart resources available within
the page.
require([
// Require the basic 2d chart resource
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/Claro",
], function(Chart, theme){
// ....
}
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If a specific rendering priority is preferred, it may be added to the dojoConfig object that's
created before loading Dojo:
<script>
dojoConfig = {
parseOnLoad: true, //enables declarative chart creation
gfxRenderer: "svg,silverlight,vml" // svg is first
priority
};
</script>
<script src="/path/to/dojo/dojo/dojo.js"></script>
Note that in 1.7+, the Chart2D "catch-all" module which loads all axis and plot types is
deprecated. It is still available for use, but the preferred approach is to use Chart and include
just the axis and plot modules you need.
With these minimal dependencies loaded, your application is now empowered to create charts!

Creating a Basic Chart
Declaratively
There are two ways to create a basic chart: declaratively and programmatically. Before creating
the chart, however, it's important to first create/access data. The following data sample will be
used for creating the basic chart:
// x and y coordinates used for easy understanding of where they
should display
// Data represents website visits over a week period
chartData = [
{ x: 1, y: 19021 },
{ x: 1, y: 12837 },
{ x: 1, y: 12378 },
{ x: 1, y: 21882 },
{ x: 1, y: 17654 },
{ x: 1, y: 15833 },
{ x: 1, y: 16122 }
];
With data properly formatted and available, a chart created declaratively would look like:
<!-- create the chart -->
<div
data-dojo-type="dojox/charting/widget/Chart"
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data-dojo-props="theme:dojox.charting.themes.Claro"
id="viewsChart" style="width: 550px; height: 550px;">
<!-- Pie Chart: add the plot -->
<div class="plot" name="default" type="Pie" radius="200"
fontColor="#000" labelOffset="-20"></div>
<!-- pieData is the data source -->
<div class="series" name="Last Week&#x27;s Visits"
array="chartData"></div>
</div>
With declarative chart creation, the main chart settings go within the container node. Plots and
series get their own nodes with custom attributes containing chart settings, as would plugins
and other chart pieces.

Programmatically
Programmatic chart creation requires a bit more code but provides more stability and control.
The same chart could be created programmatically with the following code:
<script>
require([
// load modules...
], function(Chart, theme, PiePlot){
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var pieChart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
pieChart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
pieChart.addPlot("default", {
type: PiePlot, // our plot2d/Pie module reference as
type value
radius: 200,
fontColor: "black",
labelOffset: -20
});
// Add the series of data
pieChart.addSeries("January",chartData);
// Render the chart!
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pieChart.render();
});
</script>
<!-- create the chart -->
<div id="chartNode" style="width: 550px; height: 550px;"></div>

Chart Themes
The Dojo charting library provides numerous themes for developers to choose from. Themes
vary in visual complexity; some themes use solid hex colors while more complex chart themes
use advanced logic to calculate linear and even radial gradients to enhance their look. Themes
can be found within the dojox/charting/themes resource. Themes are simply one
JavaScript file with theme-specific data. The following is the code which creates the "Miami
Nice" theme:
define([
// Require the SimpleTheme class which is used by all nongradient based themes
"../SimpleTheme",
"./common"
], function(Theme, themes){
themes.MiamiNice=new Theme({
colors: [
"#7f9599",
"#45b8cc",
"#8ecfb0",
"#f8acac",
"#cc4482"
]
});
return themes.MiamiNice;
});
define(["../Theme", "dojox/gfx/gradutils", "./common"],
function(Theme, gradutils, themes){
// created by Tom Trenka
var g = Theme.generateGradient,
defaultFill = {type: "linear", space: "shape", x1: 0,
y1: 0, x2: 0, y2: 100};
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themes.Claro = new Theme({
chart: {
fill:
{
type: "linear",
x1: 0, x2: 0, y1: 0, y2: 100,
colors: [
{ offset: 0, color: "#dbdbdb" },
{ offset: 1, color: "#efefef" }
]
},
stroke:
{color: "#b5bcc7"}
},
plotarea: {
fill:
{
type: "linear",
x1: 0, x2: 0, y1: 0, y2: 100,
colors: [
{ offset: 0, color: "#dbdbdb" },
{ offset: 1, color: "#efefef" }
]
}
},
axis:{
stroke:
{ // the axis itself
color: "#888c76",
width: 1
},
tick: {
// used as a foundation for all ticks
color:
"#888c76",
position: "center",
font:
"normal normal normal 7pt Verdana,
Arial, sans-serif",
// labels on axis
fontColor: "#888c76"
// color of labels
}
},
series: {
stroke: {width: 2.5, color: "#fff"},
outline: null,
font: "normal normal normal 7pt Verdana, Arial,
sans-serif",
fontColor: "#131313"
},
marker: {
stroke: {width: 1.25, color: "#131313"},
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outline: {width: 1.25, color: "#131313"},
font: "normal normal normal 8pt Verdana, Arial,
sans-serif",
fontColor: "#131313"
},
seriesThemes: [
{fill: g(defaultFill, "#2a6ead", "#3a99f2")},
{fill: g(defaultFill, "#613e04", "#996106")},
{fill: g(defaultFill, "#0e3961", "#155896")},
{fill: g(defaultFill, "#55aafa", "#3f7fba")},
{fill: g(defaultFill, "#ad7b2a", "#db9b35")}
],
markerThemes: [
{fill: "#2a6ead", stroke: {color: "#fff"}},
{fill: "#613e04", stroke: {color: "#fff"}},
{fill: "#0e3961", stroke: {color: "#fff"}},
{fill: "#55aafa", stroke: {color: "#fff"}},
{fill: "#ad7b2a", stroke: {color: "#fff"}}
]
});
themes.Claro.next = function(elementType, mixin, doPost){
var isLine = elementType == "line";
if(isLine || elementType == "area"){
// custom processing for lines: substitute colors
var s = this.seriesThemes[this._current %
this.seriesThemes.length],
m = this.markerThemes[this._current %
this.markerThemes.length];
s.fill.space = "plot";
if(isLine){
s.stroke = { width: 4, color:
s.fill.colors[0].color};
}
m.outline = { width: 1.25, color: m.fill };
var theme = Theme.prototype.next.apply(this,
arguments);
// cleanup
delete s.outline;
delete s.stroke;
s.fill.space = "shape";
return theme;
}
else if(elementType == "candlestick"){
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var s = this.seriesThemes[this._current %
this.seriesThemes.length];
s.fill.space = "plot";
s.stroke = { width: 1, color:
s.fill.colors[0].color};
var theme = Theme.prototype.next.apply(this,
arguments);
return theme;
}
return Theme.prototype.next.apply(this, arguments);
};
themes.Claro.post = function(theme, elementType){
theme = Theme.prototype.post.apply(this, arguments);
if((elementType == "slice" || elementType == "circle")
&amp;&amp; theme.series.fill &amp;&amp; theme.series.fill.type
== "radial"){
theme.series.fill =
gradutils.reverse(theme.series.fill);
}
return theme;
};
return themes.Claro;
});
Whether the theme you implement (or create) is basic or complex, implementing the theme
within your chart couldn't be easier. Simply require the resource and call "setTheme" on the
chart:
require([
// Require the basic 2d chart resource: Chart2D
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/Claro",
], function(Chart, theme){
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var pieChart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
pieChart.setTheme(theme);
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// ...
});

Chart Components: Plots, Axes, Series
Defining a basic chart and implementing its theme is quite simple. The real work comes in when
defining plots, axes, and series. Each piece serves its own distinct, important purpose.

Plots
One of the main focuses of plots within dojox/charting is defining the type of chart to be
added and providing values for the specific chart type's settings. dojox/charting features
numerous 2D charts including:


















Default - Universal line chart capable of rendering lines, fill areas under those lines, and
placing markers at data points. This plot type is used if no plot type was specified when
adding it to a chart.
Lines - Basic line chart. Uses Default.
Areas - Area under data line(s) will be filled. Uses Default.
Markers - Lines with markers. Uses Default.
MarkersOnly - Markers, sans lines. Uses Default.
Stacked - Data sets charted in relation to the previous data set. Extension of Default.
StackedLines - Stacked data sets using lines. Uses Stacked.
StackedAreas - Stacked data sets with filled areas under chart lines. Uses Stacked.
Bars - Horizontal bars.
ClusteredBars - Horizontal bars with clustered data sets. Uses Bars.
StackedBars - Stacked data sets with horizontal bars. Uses Bars.
Columns - Vertical bars.
ClusteredColumns - Vertical bars with clustered data sets. Uses Columns.
StackedColumns - Stacked data sets with vertical bars. Uses Columns.
Pie - The traditional pie chart.
Scatter - Similar to MarkerOnly, yet capable of charting using gradient fields.

// Add the default plot
chart.addPlot("default",{
// Add the chart type
type: "Pie"
});
Some of the standard plot options include:



type - The chart type (Pie, Bars, Scatter, etc.)
lines - Represents if lines should be added within the chart
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markers - Represents if markers should be added to data points within the chart
areas - Represents if areas within the chart should be shaded
shadows - Represents if shadows should be added to lines within the plot (ex: {dx:4,
dy:4} )
tension - Adds curves to lines within plots for added smoothness. Values can be:
X - Cubic bezier lines
x - Similar to "X" but assumes that the point set is closed (a loop). It can be used when
plotting true XY data.
S - Quadratic bezier lines.
gap - Represents the number of pixels between bars

// Add the default plot
chart.addPlot("default",{
// Add the chart type
type: "Pie",
// Add the radius size because it's a pie chart
radius: 200 //pixels
});

Axes
Most charts feature axes and many of those are the traditional x and y setup. An axis may be
horizontal (the default) or vertical. Axes are added to charts with addAxis method. The
following code snippet adds x and y axes to a chart:
// Add the X axis
chart.addAxis("x");
// Ad the Y axis
chart.addAxis("y",{
vertical: true // y is vertical!
});
You may also create custom axes on your chart:
// Add a custom "dw" axis
chart.addAxis("dw",{
vertical: true,
leftBottom: false
});
Some of the standard axis options include:
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fixUpper - Aligns chart ticks (can be "major", "minor", "micro", and "none")
fixLower - Aligns chart ticks (can be "major", "minor", "micro", and "none")
leftBottom - Determines the side of the chart the axis is placed (default is true )
min - The minimum number an axis can start at
max - The maximum number an axis can end at

Series






name - The name of the series. Also represents the series label when the Legend plugin
is used.
data - The array of data
options An object containing series options, which may include:
stroke - Color and width of lines (ex: { color:"red", width: 2 } )
fill - Fill color of bar / line / pie piece

Adding a series can be as easy as:
// Add a simple axis to the chart
chart.addSeries("Visits",[10,20,30,40,50],{
stroke: {
color: "blue",
width: 3
},
fill: "#123456"
});
A multi-axes series of data would look like:
// Add a multi-axes data series to the chart
chart.addSeries("Visits",[
{ x: 1, y: 200 },
{ x: 2, y: 185 },
// and so on...
],{
stroke: {
color: "blue",
width: 3
},
fill: "#123456"
});
A chart can have any number of overlapping series as the developer would like.
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dojox/charting Examples
With the pieces of dojox/charting defined, it's time to create some basic charts.

Line Chart: Monthly Sales
The Monthly Sales chart is a lines chart which features multiple axes and the "Tom" theme.
<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/Tom",
// Charting plugins:
//
We want to plot Lines
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Lines",
//
We want to use Markers
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Markers",
//
We&#x27;ll use default x/y axes
"dojox/charting/axis2d/Default",
// Wait until the DOM is ready
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Chart, theme) {
// When the DOM is ready and resources are loaded...
// Define the data
var chartData =
[10000,9200,11811,12000,7662,13887,14200,12222,12000,10009,11288
,12099];
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
chart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
chart.addPlot("default", {
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type: "Lines",
markers: true
});
// Add axes
chart.addAxis("x");
chart.addAxis("y", { min: 5000, max: 15000, vertical: true,
fixLower: "major", fixUpper: "major" });
// Add the series of data
chart.addSeries("SalesThisDecade",chartData);
// Render the chart!
chart.render();
});
</script>
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>

Stacked Areas Chart: Monthly Sales
This chart builds on the first chart but adds a second axes to show multiple data sets. This chart
also uses the Dollar theme.
<script>
require([
// Require the basic 2d chart resource: Chart2D
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/Dollar",
// Charting plugins:
//
We want to plot StackedAreas
"dojox/charting/plot2d/StackedAreas",
//
We want to use Markers
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Markers",
//
We&#x27;ll use default x/y axes
"dojox/charting/axis2d/Default",
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// Wait until the DOM is ready
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Chart, theme) {
// Define the data
var chartData =
[10000,9200,11811,12000,7662,13887,14200,12222,12000,10009,11288
,12099];
var chartData2 =
[3000,12000,17733,9876,12783,12899,13888,13277,14299,12345,12345
,15763];
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
chart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
chart.addPlot("default", {
type: "StackedAreas",
markers: true
});
// Add axes
chart.addAxis("x");
chart.addAxis("y", { min: 5000, max: 30000, vertical: true,
fixLower: "major", fixUpper: "major" });
// Add the series of data
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales - 2010",chartData);
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales - 2009",chartData2);
// Render the chart!
chart.render();
});</script>
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>

Columns Chart: Monthly Sales
This chart builds on the original Line chart but instead uses columns. A 5-pixel gap is placed
between columns; the MiamiNice theme is used.
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<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/MiamiNice",
// Charting plugins:
//
We want to plot Columns
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Columns",
//
We want to use Markers
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Markers",
//
We&#x27;ll use default x/y axes
"dojox/charting/axis2d/Default",
// Wait until the DOM is ready
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Chart, theme) {
// Define the data
var chartData =
[10000,9200,11811,12000,7662,13887,14200,12222,12000,10009,11288
,12099];
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
chart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
chart.addPlot("default", {
type: "Columns",
markers: true,
gap: 5
});
// Add axes
chart.addAxis("x");
chart.addAxis("y", { vertical: true, fixLower: "major",
fixUpper: "major" });
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// Add the series of data
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales",chartData);
// Render the chart!
chart.render();
});
</script>
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>

Charting Plugins
The dojox/charting library provides functional and aesthetically pleasing plugins to
enhance your forms.

Legend
Charts often include legends to further clarify the data provided within the chart. Using
the dojox/charting/widget/Legend is easy: require the resource and create an instance,
assigning it a chart:
<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Load the Legend widget class
"dojox/charting/widget/Legend"
], function(Chart, Legend) {
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
//this legend is created within an element with a "legend1"
ID.
var legend = new Legend({ chart: chart }, "legend1");
});
</script>
<!-- create the DOM node for the chart -->
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>
<div id="legend"></div>
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Tooltip
The Tooltip plugin sheds light on values when hovering over marks and chart pieces, depending
on the chart type. Using the Tooltip plugin is just as easy as using the Legend plugin; simply
include the plugin resource and assign a new instance to the chart and plot:
<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Load the Tooltip class
"dojox/charting/action2d/Tooltip"
], function(Chart, Tooltip) {
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
var tip = new Tooltip(chart, "default");
});
</script>

MoveSlice and Magnify
The MoveSlice and Magnify plugins use a touch of animation to react to the mouse's
mouseover event. MoveSlice moves a pie chart piece and Magnify slightly enlarges chart
markers. Both are implemented by creating a new instance and passing the chart and plot to it:
// Moves a pie slice: use the "pieChart" chart, and "default"
plot
var slice = new MoveSlice(pieChart, "default");
// Magnifies a marker: use the "chart" chart, and "default" plot
var magnify = new Magnify(chart, "default");});
Like the Tooltip plugin, the MoveSlice and Magnify plugins must be assigned to the chart before
the render method is called on the chart.

Highlight
The Highlight plugin changes the color of an area when the mouse enters the area:
// Highlights an area: use the "chart" chart, and "default" plot
var highlight = new Highlight(chart, "default");
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Monthly Sales with Legend, Tooltips, and Magnify
Let's add the Legend, Tooltip, and Magnify plugin to a line chart:
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/path/to/dijit/themes/claro/claro.css" media="screen">
<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/Claro",
//
We want to plot Lines
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Lines",
// Load the Legend, Tooltip, and Magnify classes
"dojox/charting/widget/Legend",
"dojox/charting/action2d/Tooltip",
"dojox/charting/action2d/Magnify",
//
We want to use Markers
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Markers",
//
We&#x27;ll use default x/y axes
"dojox/charting/axis2d/Default",
// Wait until the DOM is ready
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Chart, theme, LinesPlot, Legend, Tooltip, Magnify) {
// Define the data
var chartData =
[10000,9200,11811,12000,7662,13887,14200,12222,12000,10009,11288
,12099];
var chartData2 =
[3000,12000,17733,9876,12783,12899,13888,13277,14299,12345,12345
,15763];
var chartData3 =
[3000,12000,17733,9876,12783,12899,13888,13277,14299,12345,12345
,15763].reverse();
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
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// Set the theme
chart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
chart.addPlot("default", {
type: LinesPlot,
markers: true
});
// Add axes
chart.addAxis("x");
chart.addAxis("y", { min: 5000, max: 30000, vertical: true,
fixLower: "major", fixUpper: "major" });
// Add the series of data
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales - 2010",chartData);
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales - 2009",chartData2);
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales - 2008",chartData3);
// Create the tooltip
var tip = new Tooltip(chart,"default");
// Create the magnifier
var mag = new Magnify(chart,"default");
// Render the chart!
chart.render();
// Create the legend
var legend = new Legend({ chart: chart }, "legend");
});</script>
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>
<div id="legend"></div>
We are using Tooltips which are based on the Dijit Tooltip, therefore we need to make sure we
load a Dijit theme stylesheet. In this example we loaded Claro.

Monthly Sales Pie Chart with MoveSlice
Add a bit of dynamism to your Pie Chart with MoveSlice:
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/path/to/dijit/themes/claro/claro.css" media="screen">
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<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/Claro",
// Charting plugins:
//
We want to plot a Pie chart
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Pie",
// Retrieve the Legend, Tooltip, and MoveSlice classes
"dojox/charting/action2d/Tooltip",
"dojox/charting/action2d/MoveSlice",
//
We want to use Markers
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Markers",
//
We&#x27;ll use default x/y axes
"dojox/charting/axis2d/Default",
// Wait until the DOM is ready
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Chart, theme, Pie, Tooltip, MoveSlice) {
// Define the data
var chartData =
[10000,9200,11811,12000,7662,13887,14200,12222,12000,10009,11288
,12099];
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
chart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
chart.addPlot("default", {
type: Pie,
markers: true,
radius:170
});
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// Add axes
chart.addAxis("x");
chart.addAxis("y", { min: 5000, max: 30000, vertical: true,
fixLower: "major", fixUpper: "major" });
// Add the series of data
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales - 2010",chartData);
// Create the tooltip
var tip = new Tooltip(chart,"default");
// Create the slice mover
var mag = new MoveSlice(chart,"default");
// Render the chart!
chart.render();
});
</script>
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>

Monthly Sales with Highlights
The Highlight plugin would look great with the Columns chart:
<script>
require([
// Require the basic chart class
"dojox/charting/Chart",
// Require the theme of our choosing
"dojox/charting/themes/MiamiNice",
//
We want to plot Columns
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Columns",
// Require the highlighter
"dojox/charting/action2d/Highlight",
//
We want to use Markers
"dojox/charting/plot2d/Markers",
//
We&#x27;ll use default x/y axes
"dojox/charting/axis2d/Default",
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// Wait until the DOM is ready
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Chart, theme, ColumnsPlot, Highlight) {
// Define the data
var chartData =
[10000,9200,11811,12000,7662,13887,14200,12222,12000,10009,11288
,12099];
// Create the chart within it&#x27;s "holding" node
var chart = new Chart("chartNode");
// Set the theme
chart.setTheme(theme);
// Add the only/default plot
chart.addPlot("default", {
type: ColumnsPlot,
markers: true,
gap: 5
});
// Add axes
chart.addAxis("x");
chart.addAxis("y", { vertical: true, fixLower: "major",
fixUpper: "major" });
// Add the series of data
chart.addSeries("Monthly Sales",chartData);
// Highlight!
new Highlight(chart,"default");
// Render the chart!
chart.render();
});</script>
<div id="chartNode" style="width:800px;height:400px;"></div>

Conclusion
The Dojo Toolkit provides a complete charting library capable of creating elegant, eye-catching,
and dynamic charts of various types. dojox/charting is unmatched by other charting
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libraries in flexibility, functionality, and extendability. Don't serve your data to users in a boring
way -- dress up your data with dojox/charting !
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Checkboxes
Dijit's collection of form widgets provides a convenient and flexible range of options for
creating rich forms. In this section we will look at the options available for checkbox-style
interaction.

Getting Started
The checkbox and radio button are staples of any user interface that requires input and
selection. Dijit includes
the dijit/form/CheckBox and dijit/form/RadioButton widget modules that can be
used as drop-in replacements for the native checkbox and radio button elements. These
widgets are themed to help create a consistent look and feel when building forms and to
provide a convenient set of methods for managing input value and state.
The driving principle in Dijit's form widgets is to enhance the native controls while preserving
the existing semantics and patterns of use where they make sense. So, you can expect
CheckBox and RadioButton widgets to support all the same functionality you're used to in
native checkbox and radio input types.

Declare a CheckBox
Like all Dijit widgets, dijit/form/CheckBox can be instantiated using markup
(declaratively) or in code (programmatically). The following two examples create an initiallychecked CheckBox:
<input type="checkbox" id="dbox1" checked
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/CheckBox">
<label for="dbox1">Want</label>
require(["dijit/form/CheckBox"], function(CheckBox) {
var box1 = new CheckBox({
id: "pbox1",
checked: true
});
// place the widget on the page
box1.placeAt("pbox1_container", "first");
});
Clicking on either the label or the input itself toggles it between a checked and unchecked
state. You can also use the tab key to navigate between controls using the keyboard and
check/uncheck elements with the space bar, just as you can with native controls. By referencing
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the corresponding CheckBox widget's ID, HTML labels also continue to work the same as they
would with a native form element.

Checkbox Values
All Dijit form widgets have getter and setter methods to retrieve and update the widget's value
( <var>widget</var>.get("value") and <var>widget</var>.set("value") ).
Remember that for native checkboxes, a checkbox's value is only sent to the server if it is
checked. Dijit's CheckBox works somewhat similarly: if it is in a checked
state, <var>widget</var>.get("value") will return the value property of the widget.
Otherwise, it returns false . If no value property has been provided or
set, dijit/form/CheckBox has a default value of "on". We can infer the checked state by
asking for the value and seeing if we get a boolean false back, or we can inspect
the checked property itself:
require(["dijit/registry"], function(registry){
var toppings = [];
if(registry.byId("topping1").get("checked")){
toppings.push(registry.byId("topping1").get("value"));
}
if(registry.byId("topping2").get("value") !== false){
toppings.push(registry.byId("topping2").get("value"));
}
registry.byId("deluxe").on("change", function(isChecked){
registry.byId("topping2").set("value", isChecked ? "kalamata
olives" : "olives");
}, true);

Radio Buttons
Much of what we've discussed so far in the context of checkboxes
and dijit/form/CheckBox is also true of Dijit's radio button
widget, dijit/form/RadioButton . A radio button differs from a checkbox in that it is:



Typically rendered as a disc, with or without a circular dot inside depending on its
checked state
Used for single-choice selections, where only one of a series of items can be checked at
a time
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Otherwise, its use is very similar to the checkbox. Let's see an example:
<ul>
<li>
<input id="topping1" type="radio" name="topping"
value="anchovies" checked
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/RadioButton">
<label for="topping1">Anchovies</label>
</li>
<li>
<input id="topping2" type="radio" name="topping"
value="olives"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/RadioButton">
<label for="topping2">Olives</label>
</li>
<li>
<input id="topping3" type="radio" name="topping"
value="pineapple"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/RadioButton">
<label for="topping3">Pineapple</label>
</li>
</ul>

Events
So, we can create and interact with these fine looking controls. What else can we do? Like many
of the widgets provided by Dijit, RadioButton and CheckBox provide methods you can hook into
for notification when activity occurs. A full list of these events can be found in the API docs. For
our next demo, we'll focus on the one you'll probably use most often: change .
registry.byId("topping1").on("change", function(isChecked){
if(isChecked){
summaryNode.innerHTML = "Likes the salty!";
}
}, true);
registry.byId("topping2").on("change", function(isChecked){
if(isChecked){
summaryNode.innerHTML = "Likes the sweet!";
}
}, true);
registry.byId("crust").on("change", function(isChecked){
remarkNode.innerHTML = isChecked ? "Healthy gums!" : "";
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}, true);

dijit/form/ToggleButton
We will cover one more variation on the boolean-state
button: dijit/form/ToggleButton . A toggle button is a button that has two states. It is
functionally very similar to CheckBox and RadioButton, but the user interface is different. Each
state can contain an icon, text, or both. The icon is defined using a CSS class.
<input type="checkbox" dojoType="dijit/form/ToggleButton"
checked iconClass="dijitCheckBoxIcon" label="Toggle Me">
var myToggleButton = new ToggleButton({
checked: true,
iconClass: "dijitCheckBoxIcon",
label: "Toggle Me, Too."
}, "toggleButtonProgrammatic");
// provide a new label for the button
myToggleButton.set("label", "New Label");
// hook a .recent rule in our stylesheet
myToggleButton.set("iconClass", "recent");

Conclusion
Dijit's out-of-the-box form widgets meet many of the most common requirements for user
input and selection. CheckBox, RadioButton, and ToggleButton are three widget classes that
help you provide a richer, more visually engaging and consistent user experience. There are
other widgets in Dijit that you may want to familiarize yourself with if forms are an important
part of your project: dijit/Menu (and
the dijit/CheckedMenuItem ), dijit/form/Select and related
widgets FilteringSelect , ComboBox and MultiSelect . The dojox/form package
has even more options—and when that's not enough, you'll
find dijit/form/_FormWidget an extremely useful base to build on. That, however, is a
topic for another section.
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Dialogs & Tooltips
User interaction is extremely important in building responsive, interactive web applications.
Web browsers provide basic methods for user interaction in the form of alerts and dialogs, but
this functionality is neither elegant nor flexible. With dijit/Tooltip , dijit/Dialog ,
and dijit/TooltipDialog , Dijit, the Dojo Toolkit's UI framework, provides cross-browser,
extendable, and themeable answers to what the browser's basic functionality lacks. In this
section, you'll learn about each of these widgets, sample usages of each, and the ins and outs of
creating them.

Getting Started with Tooltips
Native "Tooltips" are created within the browser using title attributes within DOM nodes.
These Tooltips are as vanilla as they come: no control over display duration, no rich text
abilities, and little uniformity across browsers. Dijit's dijit/Tooltip class fixes all of those
issues by:







Allowing HTML content within the custom Tooltip
Providing methods to control Tooltip display position and duration
Repositioning and resizing Tooltips when the browser size is changed
Providing four themes for elegant Tooltip display
Implementing reliable cross-browser strategies for allowing Tooltips to display over
Flash elements
"Lazy" creation of Tooltips -- not creating the Tooltip nodes until the Tooltip must
display.

<head>
<!-- use the "claro" theme -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dijit/themes/c
laro/claro.css">
<!-- load dojo and provide config via data attribute -->
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true, parseOnLoad:true"></script>
<script>
// Load the Tooltip widget class
require(["dijit/Tooltip", "dojo/parser", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(Tooltip, parser){
parser.parse();
});
</script>
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</head>
<!-- add the "claro" CSS class to the body -->
<body class="claro">
</body>
// Create a new Tooltip
var tip = new Tooltip({
// Label - the HTML or text to be placed within the Tooltip
label: '&lt;div class="myTipType"&gt;This is the content of
my Tooltip!&lt;/div&gt;',
// Delay before showing the Tooltip (in milliseconds)
showDelay: 250,
// The nodes to attach the Tooltip to
// Can be an array of strings or domNodes
connectId: ["myElement1","myElement2"]
});




connectId - An array of IDs or DOM nodes that the Tooltip should be connected to
label - The HTML or text content to be placed within the Tooltip
showDelay - The show delay of the Tooltip







addTarget - Adds a Tooltip target if not already connected
close - Closes a Tooltip instance (hides its visibility)
open - Opens a Tooltip instance (makes the Tooltip visible)
removeTarget - Removes a node from the Tooltip target list
set - Allows for changing of properties, most notably Tooltip content
( myTip.set("label","New content!") )

Tooltip.defaultPosition = ["above", "below", "after-centered",
"before-centered"];
This array may be changed to the developer's liking.
Note that changing the Tooltip.defaultPosition array changes the display position
for all tooltips.

dijit/Tooltip Examples
The following are some very common usages of dijit/Tooltip .
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Declarative (HTML) Tooltip Creation
<button id="TooltipButton"
onmouseover="dijit.Tooltip.defaultPosition=['above',
'below']">Tooltip Above</button>
<div class="dijitHidden"><span data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip"
data-dojo-props="connectId:'TooltipButton'">I am
<strong>above</strong> the button</span></div>
<button id="TooltipButton2"
onmouseover="dijit.Tooltip.defaultPosition=['below','above']">To
oltip Below</button>
<div class="dijitHidden"><span data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip"
data-dojo-props="connectId:'TooltipButton2'">I am
<strong>below</strong> the button</span></div>
<button id="TooltipButton3"
onmouseover="dijit.Tooltip.defaultPosition=['after','before']">T
ooltip After</button>
<div class="dijitHidden"><span data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip"
data-dojo-props="connectId:'TooltipButton3'">I am
<strong>after</strong> the button</span></div>
<button id="TooltipButton4"
onmouseover="dijit.Tooltip.defaultPosition=['before','after']">T
ooltip Before</button>
<div class="dijitHidden"><span data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip"
data-dojo-props="connectId:'TooltipButton4'">I am
<strong>before</strong> the button</span></div>

Programmatic Tooltip Creation
// Add Tooltip of his picture
new Tooltip({
connectId: ["nameTip"],
label: "&lt;img src='rod-stewart.jpg' alt='Rod Stewart'
width='300' height='404' /&gt;"
});
// Add Tooltip of North London
new Tooltip({
connectId: ["londonTip"],
label: "&lt;img src='emirates-stadium.jpg' alt='The Emirates
in London' width='400' height='267' /&gt;"
});
//Add Tooltip of record
new Tooltip({
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connectId: ["recordsTip"],
label: "&lt;img src='every-picture.jpg' alt='Every Picture
Tells a Story' width='200' height='197' /&gt;"
});
// Add custom Tooltip
var myTip = new Tooltip({
connectId: ["hoverLink"],
label: "Don't I look funky?",
"class": "customTip"
});

Product Details
<ul>
<li><a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112573/"
id="movieBraveheart">Braveheart</a></li>
<li><a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0237534/"
id="movieBrotherhood">Brotherhood of the Wolf</a></li>
<li><a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0245844/"
id="movieCristo">The Count of Monte Cristo</a></li>
</ul>
<div class="dijitHidden">
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip" data-dojoprops="connectId:'movieBraveheart'">
<img style="width:100px; height:133px; display:block;
float:left; margin-right:10px;" src="../images/braveheart.jpg"
/>
<p style="width:400px;"><strong>Braveheart</strong><br
/>Braveheart is the partly historical, partly mythological,
story
of William Wallace, a Scottish common man who fights
for his
country's freedom from English rule around the end of
the 13th century...</p>
<br style="clear:both;">
</div>
</div>
<div class="dijitHidden">
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip" data-dojoprops="connectId:'movieBrotherhood'">
<img style="width:100px; height:133px; display:block;
float:left; margin-right:10px;" src="../images/brotherhood.jpg"
/>
<p style="width:400px;"><strong>Brotherhood of the
Wolf</strong><br />In 1765 something was stalking the mountains
of central France. A 'beast' that pounced on humans and animals
with terrible ferocity...</p>
<br style="clear:both;">
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</div>
</div>
<div class="dijitHidden">
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Tooltip" data-dojoprops="connectId:'movieCristo'">
<img style="width:100px; height:133px; display:block;
float:left; margin-right:10px;" src="../images/count.jpg" />
<p style="width:400px;"><strong>The Count of Monte
Cristo</strong><br />'The Count of Monte Cristo' is a remake of
the Alexander Dumas tale by the same name. Dantes, a sailor who
is falsely accused of treason by his best friend Fernand, who
wants Dantes' girlfriend Mercedes for himself...</p>
<br style="clear:both;">
</div>
</div>
The basic Tooltip widget is great for providing feature-rich information, but what if you need a
widget that will stand out a bit more? Dijit's Dialog widget is the perfect choice!

Getting Started with Dialogs
When looking to get information from the user, or serve a notification, the browser's
native alert and confirm methods simply aren't good enough. They're inflexible and ugly.
Luckily, the Dojo Toolkit offers an alternative with dijit/Dialog . Much
like dijit/Tooltip , dijit/Dialog allows for HTML content and easy theming. A sample
usage of dijit/Dialog would look like:
// Create a new instance of dijit/Dialog
var myDialog = new Dialog({
// The dialog's title
title: "The Dojo Toolkit",
// The dialog's content
content: "This is the dialog content.",
// Hard-code the dialog width
style: "width:200px;"
});






content - The HTML or text content for the Dialog
draggable - Represents if the Dialog should be draggable
href - If content is to be loaded by Ajax ( xhrGet ), a path to that content file
loadingMessage - Message to be shown while the Ajax content is loading.
open - Returns true if the Dialog instance is presently open
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title - The title to display atop the Dialog





hide - Hides the dialog and underlay
refresh - Refreshes the content of the Dialog if it's Ajax-based
show - Displays the dialog and underlay

dijit/Dialog Examples
The following are some very common usages of dijit/Dialog :

Terms and Conditions
<script>
// Require the Dialog class
require(["dijit/registry", "dojo/parser", "dijit/Dialog",
"dijit/form/Button", "dojo/domReady!"], function(registry,
parser){
// Show the dialog
showDialog = function() {
registry.byId("terms").show();
}
// Hide the dialog
hideDialog = function() {
registry.byId("terms").hide();
}
parser.parse();
});
</script>
<button onclick="showDialog();">View Terms and
Conditions</button>
<div class="dijitHidden">
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Dialog" style="width:600px;"
data-dojo-props="title:'Terms and Conditions'" id="terms">
<p><strong>Please agree to the following terms and
conditions:</strong></p>
<div style="height:160px;overflow-y:scroll;border:1px
solid #769dc4;padding:0 10px;width:600px"><p>
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.
Sed sed suscipit massa. Aenean vel turpis tincidunt velit
gravida venenatis. In iaculis urna non quam tincidunt elementum.
Nunc pellentesque aliquam dui, ac facilisis massa sollicitudin
et. Donec tincidunt vulputate ultrices. Duis eu risus ut ipsum
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auctor scelerisque non quis ante. Nam tempor lobortis justo, et
rhoncus mauris cursus et. Mauris auctor congue lectus auctor
ultrices. Aenean quis feugiat purus. Cras ornare vehicula
tempus. Nunc placerat, lorem adipiscing condimentum sagittis,
augue velit ornare odio, eget semper risus est et erat....
</p></div>
<button onclick="hideDialog();">I Agree</button>
<button onclick="alert('You must agree!');">I Don't
Agree</button>
</div>
</div>

Stacked Dialogs
<script>
// Require the Dialog class
require(["dijit/Dialog"], function(Dialog) {
// Create counter
var counter = 1;
// Create a new Dialog
createDialog = function(first) {
// Create a new dialog
var dialog = new Dialog({
// Dialog title
title: "New Dialog " + counter,
// Create Dialog content
content: (!first ? "I am a dialog on top of
other dialogs" : "I am the bottom dialog") + "<br /><br
/><button onclick='createDialog();'>Create another
dialog.</button>"
});
dialog.show();
counter++;
}
});
</script>
<button onclick="createDialog(true);">Create New Dialog</button>

Ajax Dialogs with Black Underlay
<style>
/* colors the underlay black instead of white
* We're using '.claro .dijitDialogUnderlay' as our
selector,
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* to match the specificity in claro.css */
.claro .dijitDialogUnderlay { background:#000; }
</style>
<script>
// Require the Dialog class
require(["dijit/registry", "dojo/parser", "dijit/Dialog",
"dojo/domReady!"], function(registry, parser){
// Show the dialog
showDialog = function() {
registry.byId("ajaxDialog").show();
}
parser.parse();
});
</script>
<button onclick="showDialog();">Load Ajax Dialog</button>
<div class="dijitHidden">
<!-- dialog that gets its content via ajax, uses loading
message -->
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Dialog" style="width:600px;"
data-dojo-props="title:'Ajax Dialog',href:'dialog-ajaxcontent.html',loadingMessage:'Loading dialog content...'"
id="ajaxDialog"></div>
</div>

Getting Started with dijit/TooltipDialog
Dijit's TooltipDialog widget mixes the best pieces of Tooltip and Dialog to create a
focusable, rich "pop-in" element. The TooltipDialog widget is opened by other widgets as
dropdowns, usually dijit/form/DropDownButton . The difference
between Tooltip and TooltipDialog widget is that the TooltipDialog stays open
until the user clicks outside of the widget so that the "Tooltip" can have clickable links, form
elements, etc. inside the widget without it closing when you "mouseout" like a Tooltip would.

dijit/TooltipDialog Example
The following is a very common usage of dijit/TooltipDialog .
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Button Dropdown
<script>
// Require the Button, TooltipDialog, DropDownButton, and
TextBox classes
require(["dojo/parser", "dijit/form/DropDownButton",
"dijit/TooltipDialog", "dijit/form/TextBox",
"dijit/form/Button", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(parser){
parser.parse();
});
</script>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/form/DropDownButton">
<span>Login</span><!-- Text for the button -->
<!-- The dialog portion -->
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/TooltipDialog" id="ttDialog">
<strong><label for="email" style="display:inlineblock;width:100px;">Email:</label></strong>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/form/TextBox"
id="email"></div>
<br />
<strong><label for="pass" style="display:inlineblock;width:100px;">Password:</label></strong>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/form/TextBox"
id="pass"></div>
<br />
<button data-dojo-type="dijit/form/Button" data-dojoprops="onClick:doAlert" type="submit">Submit</button>
</div>
</div>

Conclusion
The Dojo Toolkit not only makes it easier for you to accomplish basic tasks, but also provides
you with cross-browser consistent, flexible, and themeable widgets. The widgets described
here offer great alternatives to the basic functionalities provided by the browser. Enrich your
website with Dijit's Tooltip, Dialog, and TooltipDialog!
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Layout with Dijit
Creating dynamic and interactive layouts is a challenge common to any graphical user interface.
We have a lot of ability to create layout with HTML and CSS. Where CSS leaves off, Dojo picks
up with a set of extensible widgets as a part of Dijit - Dojo's UI framework. In this section, we'll
explain how Dijit addresses common layout needs and see how easy it can be to create even
complex layouts with just a few flexible widgets.

Introducing Layout Management
"Surely CSS is the language of layout? Why is layout a problem that needs solving by JavaScript
and fancy widgets?"
Layout widgets don't replace CSS for general purpose placement and flow of content on the
page. Instead, they allow precise placement and management of areas of the page where we
want to:




Respond to resize events
Provide for user control over layout and how the available space is apportioned
Adapt controls and/or contents to the currently available horizontal and vertical space

Layout management is the process of actively controlling layout after a page has loaded, and
responding to and propagating events, which then drive layout on the page. In Dijit, layout
management is accomplished by specialized layout widgets. These are widgets whose primary
purpose is to act as a container for one or more content areas or child widgets, and to control
the sizing and display of those children.

Getting Started
You can manage layout of the entire page, or just a small part of it. For this section, we'll be
developing a desktop application-like UI layout, with some controls and content being fixed on
the page. It should end up looking like this:
Dijit provides a small collection of flexible widgets to meet common layout requirements like
this. We'll prepare the ground with some HTML and CSS, then introduce those widgets to build
up a typical application layout.
<!DOCTYPE HTML>
<html lang="en">
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Demo: Layout with Dijit</title>
<link rel="stylesheet" href="style.css" media="screen">
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<link rel="stylesheet"
href="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dijit/themes/c
laro/claro.css" media="screen">
</head>
<body class="claro">
<div id="appLayout" class="demoLayout">
<div class="centerPanel">
<div>
<h4>Group 1 Content</h4>
<p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur
sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.</p>
</div>
<div>
<h4>Group 2 Content</h4>
</div>
<div>
<h4>Group 3 Content</h4>
</div>
</div>
<div class="edgePanel">Header content (top)</div>
<div id="leftCol" class="edgePanel">Sidebar content
(left)</div>
</div>
<!-- load dojo and provide config via data attribute -->
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: 1, parseOnLoad: 1">
</script>
</body>
</html>
The stylesheet has just a few rules that we'll need as we define the layout:
html, body {
height: 100%;
margin: 0;
overflow: hidden;
padding: 0;
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}
#appLayout {
height: 100%;
}
#leftCol {
width: 14em;
}
.claro .demoLayout .edgePanel {
background-color: #d0e9fc;
}
#viewsChart {
width: 550px;
height: 550px;
}
All demos shown here also include a demo.css file, which contains a few styles for the body,
button, and h1 elements. View the source of any of the demos to see the contents of this file.

Adding Widgets
To implement the layout, we'll be using three widget classes from
Dijit: dijit/layout/BorderContainer , dijit/layout/TabContainer and dijit/l
ayout/ContentPane .
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async:true, parseOnLoad:true">
</script>
<script>
require(["dojo/parser", "dijit/layout/BorderContainer",
"dijit/layout/TabContainer",
"dijit/layout/ContentPane"]);
</script>
Notice that we have also explicitly loaded the dojo/parser module. This is of monumental
importance; despite popular misconception, dojo/parser does not load automatically
when parseOnLoad is set to true , and never has. It happened to "just work" in many cases
prior to 1.7 due to how many widgets loaded dijit/_Templated (which
loads dojo/parser ).
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The widget classes will now load in the background, and the parser will walk over the DOM. But
nothing is actually going to happen yet — we need to create those layout widgets.
<body class="claro">
<div
id="appLayout" class="demoLayout"
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/BorderContainer"
data-dojo-props="design: 'headline'">
<div
class="centerPanel"
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/ContentPane"
data-dojo-props="region: 'center'">
<div>
<h4>Group 1 Content</h4>
<p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et
dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud
exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate
velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur
sint occaecat cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia
deserunt mollit anim id est laborum.</p>
</div>
<div>
<h4>Group 2 Content</h4>
</div>
<div>
<h4>Group 3 Content</h4>
</div>
</div>
<div
class="edgePanel"
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/ContentPane"
data-dojo-props="region: 'top'">Header content
(top)</div>
<div
id="leftCol" class="edgePanel"
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/ContentPane"
data-dojo-props="region: 'left', splitter:
true">Sidebar content (left)</div>
</div>
</body>
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This is what we mean by dynamic and interactive layout. We'll get to adding in the tab-strip
shown in the initial demo, but first let's back up and look a bit closer at the individual layout
widgets and their use.

BorderContainer

<div class="demoLayout" style="height: 300px; width: 300px"
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/BorderContainer" data-dojoprops="design: 'headline'">
<div class="centerPanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="region:
'center'">center</div>
<div class="demoLayout" style="height: 50%" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/BorderContainer" data-dojo-props="region:
'top', splitter: true, design: 'headline'">
<div class="centerPanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="region:
'center'">center</div>
<div class="edgePanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="region:
'bottom'">bottom</div>
</div>
<div class="edgePanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="splitter: true,
region: 'left'">left</div>
<div class="demoLayout" style="width: 50%" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/BorderContainer" data-dojo-props="region:
'right', design: 'headline'">
<div class="centerPanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="region:
'center'">center</div>
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<div class="edgePanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="region:
'left'">left</div>
</div>
<div class="edgePanel" data-dojotype="dijit/layout/ContentPane" data-dojo-props="splitter: true,
region: 'bottom'">bottom</div>
</div>

Making the Tabs
A layout widget's job is to layout and display its contents in the space it has available. Most
expect their contents to be one or more child widgets. A common requirement is to display
only one of those child widgets at once, and treat them as a stack that the user can move
through. This maximizes the use of space and also allows for interesting possibilities like not
loading content until that entry in the stack is selected. Dijit provides alternatives on this
theme, in the form of StackContainer, TabContainer and AccordionContainer.
<div class="centerPanel"
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/TabContainer"
data-dojo-props="region: 'center', tabPosition:
'bottom'">
<div
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/ContentPane"
data-dojo-props="title: 'Group 1'">
<h4>Group 1 Content</h4>
<p>Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing
elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna
aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis
aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum
dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur. Excepteur sint occaecat
cupidatat non proident, sunt in culpa qui officia deserunt
mollit anim id est laborum.</p>
</div>
<div
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/ContentPane"
data-dojo-props="title: 'Group Two'">
<h4>Group 2 Content</h4>
</div>
<div
data-dojo-type="dijit/layout/ContentPane"
data-dojo-props="title: 'Long Tab Label for this
One'">
<h4>Group 3 Content</h4>
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</div>
</div>

StackContainer and Friends
The result completes our layout, but to understand how to vary this recipe and make your own
layouts - and even your own layout widgets - we need to look under the hood a little.
TabContainer is actually a sub-class of dijit/layout/StackContainer ; it borrows most of
its functionality from StackContainer (which in turn is an extension
of dijit/layout/_LayoutWidget .) Where TabContainer is specific about how the panels
of content should be arranged and represented, StackContainer is a more general-purpose
widget. There is no intrinsic controller to provide UI to navigate the stack of child widgets,
but dijit/layout/StackController is available as a simple example. Here's how our
layout looks if we swap out the TabContainer for the StackContainer, and put the controller
widget in a new bottom region. To get everything to line up, we've also changed the
BorderContainer to use the sidebar design layout here.

Startup and Resize
So far we've been happily assembling layouts in markup, and leaning on the Dojo parser to
coordinate instantiation and the startup sequence for us. That gets you a long way and might
be all you ever need to really know about layout with Dijit. However, if you need to create and
insert widgets programmatically, that voodoo won't do. We need to understand a bit more
about how and when layout happens.
Let's review. We know that:





Creating widgets involves a sequence of well defined steps
Layout is intrinsically linked to the measurement of available space
A widget's domNode can't be guaranteed to be in the DOM until startup happens
Layout widgets actively lay out their child widgets

With this in mind, lets look at some code. Here's the basic outline:
<head>
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async:1">
</script>
<script>
require(["dijit/registry", "dijit/layout/BorderContainer",
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"dijit/layout/TabContainer",
"dijit/layout/ContentPane", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(registry, BorderContainer, TabContainer,
ContentPane){
// create the main appLayout BorderContainer
// create the TabContainer
// create the BorderContainer edge regions
});
</script>
</head>
<body class="claro">
<div id="appLayout" class="demoLayout"></div>
</body>
// create the BorderContainer and attach it to our appLayout div
var appLayout = new BorderContainer({
design: "headline"
}, "appLayout");
// create the TabContainer
var contentTabs = new TabContainer({
region: "center",
id: "contentTabs",
tabPosition: "bottom",
"class": "centerPanel"
});
// add the TabContainer as a child of the BorderContainer
appLayout.addChild( contentTabs );
// create and add the BorderContainer edge regions
appLayout.addChild(
new ContentPane({
region: "top",
"class": "edgePanel",
content: "Header content (top)"
})
);
appLayout.addChild(
new ContentPane({
region: "left",
id: "leftCol", "class": "edgePanel",
content: "Sidebar content (left)",
splitter: true
})
);
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// Add initial content to the TabContainer
contentTabs.addChild(
new ContentPane({
href: "contentGroup1.html",
title: "Group 1"
})
);
// start up and do layout
appLayout.startup();
We can see this in action, by adding a new child after the layout is rendered. Here's a quick
function to test that:
function addTab(name) {
var pane = new ContentPane({
title: name,
content: "<h4>" + name + "</h4>"
});
// add the new pane to our contentTabs widget
registry.byId("contentTabs").addChild(pane);
}

Conclusion
We've looked at the building blocks Dijit provides to create dynamic layouts and how they can
be snapped together using the declarative markup style, as well as creating them
programmatically. This approach allows you the full range of options for how you define and
assemble your UIs. You'll find the same flexibility as we explore more of Dijit. We can multiply
our options further by creating our own layout widgets, building on the infrastructure Dijit
provides. These are topics for future sections.
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Dijit Editor
Dijit's Editor widget is everything a developer looks for in a WYSIWYG editor: flexible,
themeable, and above all, functional. In this section, you'll learn how to easily
implement dijit/Editor (programmatically and declaratively), customize its toolbars, and
include Editor plugins from DojoX.

Getting Started
Sometimes a simple textarea for user content will do, but often the user needs more: the
ability to make text bold or italic, add links or pictures to the content, or even choose custom
color, font, and text size settings. Popular content management systems like WordPress offer
WYSIWYG editors so that creating rich text is easy for anyone. The Dojo Tookit provides its own
WYSIWYG editor widget: dijit/Editor . The dijit/Editor widget provides:






Numerous tools you've come to expect from a WYSIWYG editor: bold, italic, lists,
undo/redo, copy/paste, font formatting, and more
The ability to configure which tools are available to the user
Logic to enable or disable tools as appropriate
Easy access to content via set and get methods
A host of advanced plugins available within the dojox/editor/plugins space,
including:Blockquote, ToolbarLineBreak, Emoticon, Table-centric plugins, and much
more

dijit/Editor Properties and Methods
Important dijit/Editor properties include:







disabled - Represents if the Editor should be enabled or disabled
extraPlugins - An array of extra plugins to be added to the toolbar and available for use
within the immediate Editor instance
focusOnLoad - Represents if the editor should be focused upon loading
name - Specifies the name of a (hidden) <textarea> node on the page that's used to
save the editor content on page leave
plugins - The list of plugins to be available within the instance by default
toolbar - The Editor instance's toolbar object
value - The HTML content within the Editor instance




addPlugin(pluginName,index) - Adds a plugin to the editor instance
focus - Sets focus to the widget instance
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get("value")/set("value","content") - These methods set the HTML content within the
editor
redo/undo - These methods redo and undo recent edit actions

There are lots of important properties and methods but implementing the Dijit Editor is very
simple.
The basic dijit/Editor instance

Implementing dijit/Editor
The first step in implementing the Editor widget is the same as any other widget
implementation: loading the Dijit theme and adding its name as a CSS class to the BODY
element:
<style type="text/css">
/* bring in the claro theme */
@import
"//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dijit/themes/claro/
claro.css";
</style>
<body class="claro">
The class doesn't actually have to be applied to the BODY element. It can be applied to any
element on the page, but only the elements within that one will receive the styling, so it's
common to apply to the BODY, to ensure the full page receives the theme's styling.
Once the Dijit theme is in place, the following code snippet is all you need to create an Editor
widget instance:
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true, parseOnLoad: true"> </script>
<script>
// Load the editor resource
require(["dijit/Editor", "dojo/parser"]);
</script>
<!-- declaratively create an Editor instance -->
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Editor"></div>
While the Editor displays numerous tools by default, it's very easy to choose which tools you'd
like displaying and which you'd prefer not be available:
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Editor"
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data-dojoprops="plugins:['bold','italic','|','cut','copy','paste','|','in
sertUnorderedList']"></div>
<div style="width:700px;min-height:100px;" id="myEditor"></div>
<script>
// Load the editor resource
require(["dijit/Editor", "dojo/domReady!"],
function(Editor){
// Make our editor
var editor = new Editor({
plugins:
["bold","italic","|","cut","copy","paste","|","insertUnorderedLi
st"]
}, "myEditor");
editor.startup();
});
</script>

Using Plugins
An additional set of Editor plugins is available yet within the dijit/_editor/plugins object. These
additional plugins include:

Short Name (add to extraPlugins list)

Resource

toggleDir

dijit/_editor/plugins/ToggleDir

foreColor, hiliteColor

dijit/_editor/plugins/TextColor

fontName, fontSize, formatBlock

dijit/_editor/plugins/FontChoice
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createLink, insertImage

dijit/_editor/plugins/LinkDialog

fullscreen

dijit/_editor/plugins/FullScreen

viewsource

dijit/_editor/plugins/ViewSource

print

dijit/_editor/plugins/Print

newpage

dijit/_editor/plugins/NewPage

Dijit Editor with extra plugins
To use these extra plugins, require their resources and add their "short names" to the
extraPlugins setting:
<script>
// Include the class
require([
"dijit/Editor",
"dojo/parser",
"dijit/_editor/plugins/TextColor",
"dijit/_editor/plugins/LinkDialog",
"dijit/_editor/plugins/FullScreen",
"dijit/_editor/plugins/ViewSource",
"dijit/_editor/plugins/NewPage"
]);
</script>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Editor" data-dojoprops="extraPlugins:['foreColor','hiliteColor','|','createLink',
'insertImage','fullscreen','viewsource','newpage']">
This is the <strong>default</strong> content.
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</div>

Short Name (add to
extraPlugins list)

Resource

prettyprint

dojox/editor/plugins/PrettyPrint

pagebreak

dojox/editor/plugins/PageBreak

showblocknodes

dojox/editor/plugins/ShowBlockNodes

preview

dojox/editor/plugins/Preview

save

dojox/editor/plugins/Save

|| or toolbarlinebreak

dojox/editor/plugins/ToolbarLineBreak

normalizeindentoutdent

dojox/editor/plugins/NormalizeIndentOutdent
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breadcrumb

dojox/editor/plugins/Breadcrumb

findreplace

dojox/editor/plugins/FindReplace

pastefromword

dojox/editor/plugins/PasteFromWord

insertanchor

dojox/editor/plugins/InsertAnchor

collapsibletoolbar

dojox/editor/plugins/CollapsibleToolbar

foreColor hiliteColor

dojox/editor/plugins/TextColor

blockquote

dojox/editor/plugins/Blockquote

smiley

dojox/editor/plugins/Smiley

uploadImage

dojox/editor/plugins/UploadImage

Dijit Editor with extra plugins from dojox/editor/plugins
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<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/PageBreak.css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/ShowBlockNodes.css"
/>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/Preview.css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/Save.css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/Breadcrumb.css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/FindReplace.css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/PasteFromWord.css"
/>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/InsertAnchor.css"
/>
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/CollapsibleToolbar.
css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/Blockquote.css" />
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="/js/dojox/editor/plugins/resources/css/Smiley.css" />
<script>
// Include the class
require([
"dijit/Editor",
"dojo/parser",
"dojox/editor/plugins/PrettyPrint",
"dojox/editor/plugins/PageBreak",
"dojox/editor/plugins/ShowBlockNodes",
"dojox/editor/plugins/Preview",
"dojox/editor/plugins/Save",
"dojox/editor/plugins/ToolbarLineBreak",
"dojox/editor/plugins/NormalizeIndentOutdent",
"dojox/editor/plugins/Breadcrumb",
"dojox/editor/plugins/FindReplace",
"dojox/editor/plugins/PasteFromWord",
"dojox/editor/plugins/InsertAnchor",
"dojox/editor/plugins/CollapsibleToolbar",
"dojox/editor/plugins/TextColor",
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"dojox/editor/plugins/Blockquote",
"dojox/editor/plugins/Smiley",
"dojox/editor/plugins/UploadImage"
]);
</script>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/Editor" style="width:800px;minheight:100px;" data-dojoprops="extraPlugins:['prettyprint','pagebreak','showblocknodes',
'preview','save','toolbarlinebreak','normalizeindentoutdent','br
eadcrumb','findreplace','pastefromword','insertanchor','collapsi
bletoolbar','foreColor',
'hiliteColor','blockquote','smiley','uploadImage']">
This is the <strong>default</strong> content.
</div>
Many of the Editor plugins within the dojox namespace have their own stylesheet, so don't
forget to check the dojox/editor/plugins/resources folder to see if the given plugin
has one. Note that in production, you would typically combine your CSS resources into a single
CSS file @import rules, and allow the Dojo build system to combine your CSS files into a single
file.

Conclusion
Dijit's Editor widget is a flexible, functional widget that allows users to create richly formatted
content. Editor comes standard with numerous useful tools but provides even more powerful
plugins within dojox/editor/plugins . There's no need to look outside of Dojo to find a
WYSIWYG editor for your application — it's already there!
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Vector Graphics with Dojo's GFX
Vector graphics can have many advantages, including flawless scaling with maximum
portability. The problem with vector graphic creation is that it can be difficult—but not so with
Dojo's GFX library. GFX provides a simple and flexible API (along with other utilities) for
creating, animating, and managing amazing vector graphics.

Getting Started
Vector graphics—the use of geometric "primitives" or shapes—is a time-honored way of
creating images by using mathematical formulae to describe how to render something; unlike
raster-based images (such as PNG and JPG files), which use a two dimensional array of colors.
Often vector-based images (such as those made with a program like Illustrator or InkScape) are
more efficient because they are not rendered until the viewing device interprets the math
behind it.
There are several advantages to using vector graphics as opposed to fixed JPG/GIF images:




Seamless Scalability: no loss of quality when enlarging or shrinking;
Portability: vector graphics are easily portable and may be rendered in many formats
(SVG, Canvas, VML, etc.);
Programmable: you don't need to be a Photoshop or Illustrator expert to quickly create
vector graphics.

Vector graphics have been in use for a long time; one of the most common examples is the use
of PostScript to describe how to print something.






Works on almost all devices
Can render images (including charts) with SVG, VML, Silverlight, or Canvas.
Evaluates the client and uses whichever renderer will work most efficiently
Allows for the developer to decide which renderer to use
Allows for linear and radial gradients within shapes (and even works in Internet
Explorer!)

dojox/gfx also includes experimental SVG rendering for older versions of Internet Explorer
through the use of theSVGWeb project.
GFX was created to accomplish visual tasks that are not easily accomplished with basic CSS and
HTML, all while avoiding Flash and keeping the API simple.
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Creating an Image using dojox/gfx
The following is a general timeline for the creation of most vector graphics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create the surface (or "canvas")
Create the shapes (paths, lines, rectangles, text, etc.)
Create groups of shapes (grouping shapes together)
Animate shapes or groups of shapes (transform, scale, etc.)
Add shape events

require("dojox/gfx", function(gfx) {
});
<script>
dojoConfig = {
async: true,
gfxRenderer: "svg,silverlight,vml" // svg gets priority
};
</script>
<script src="/path/to/dojo/dojo.js"></script>
With GFX available within the page, let's explore each part of a GFX graphic timeline, focusing
on both the concepts and the syntax.

Creating the Surface
We consider the surface to be the "canvas" of the graphic; it hosts all of the graphic's shapes.
To create a surface, simply code:
<script>
// Create a GFX surface
// Arguments: node, width, height
require(["dojox/gfx", "dojo/domReady!"], function(gfx) {
gfx.createSurface("surfaceElement", 400, 400);
});
</script>
<!-- DOM element which will become the surface -->
<div id="surfaceElement"></div>
That's all that's needed to create the surface! Each rendering engine (SVG, VML) will generate
its own code. For example, the SVG renderer will output:
<svg width="400" height="400"><defs></defs></svg>
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...while the VML rendering engine will output:
<group style="position: absolute; width: 400px; display: inlineblock; height: 400px">
<rect style="width: 400px; height: 400px; top: 0px; left:
0px"/>
</group>
...and the Canvas engine will render:
<canvas width="400" height="400"></canvas>

Creating Shapes
With a surface created, the next step is creating shapes. GFX provides many shapes, including:










Rect: A basic rectangle
Circle: A basic circle
Ellipse: A basic ellipse, more flexible than a circle
Line: A basic line
PolyLine: A multi-point line
Image: The Image shape allows for loading of bitmap images
Text: Allows for creation of text
TextPath: A shape that flows text along an arbitrary path. TextPath properties are based
on the text shape properties
Path: Most versatile geometric shape, which can emulate all other geometric shapes

Text support within the Canvas rendering engine was added in Dojo 1.6—which is especially
useful, since Android does not presently support SVG.
// Create a basic 200px wide, 100px tall rectangle at position
100x, 50y
var rectangle = surface.createRect({ x: 100, y: 50, width: 200,
height: 100 });
When a shape is created, Dojo generates the the necessary objects within the rendering
environment and provides references to them for future modification and management. The
method from above returns the following object:
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Rectangle shape properties
Any number of shapes can be created on a given surface. Let's create a series of shapes:
// Create a GFX surface
// Arguments: node, width, height
var surface = gfx.createSurface("surfaceElement", 400, 400);
// Create a rectangle
surface.createRect({ x: 100, y: 50, width: 200, height: 100 })
.setFill("yellow")
.setStroke("blue");
// Add a circle
surface.createCircle({ cx: 100, cy: 300, r:50 })
.setFill("green")
.setStroke("pink");
// Now an ellipse
surface.createEllipse({ cx: 300, cy: 200, rx:50, r:25 })
.setFill("#fff")
.setStroke("#999");
// And a line
surface.createLine({ x1: 10, y1: 50, x2:400, y2:400 })
.setStroke("green");
// How about a polyline?
surface.createPolyline([
{x: 250, y: 250},
{x: 300, y: 300},
{x: 250, y: 350},
{x: 200, y: 300},
{x: 110, y: 250}
]).setStroke("blue");
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// Add in an image
surface.createImage({
x:100, y:300, width: 123, height: 56, src:
"../images/logo.png"
});
// With some text
surface.createText({ x: 64, y: 220, text: "Vector Graphics
Rock!", align: "start" })
.setFont({ family: "Arial", size: "20pt", weight: "bold" })
//set font
.setFill("blue");
// And an advanced textpath
var textShape = surface.createTextPath({ text: "TextPath!" })
.moveTo(125, 70)
.lineTo(285, 20)
.setFont({ family: "Verdana", size: "2em" })
.setFill("black");
// And a simple path
surface.createPath("m100 100 100 0 0 100c0 50-50 50-100 0s-50100 0-100z")
.setStroke("black");
Each shape type has its own creation properties; visit the dojox/gfx reference guide to see
options for your specific shape. Note also that Path shapes use the SVG Path syntax when
using a string as the main argument.





applyTransform: Allows for transforming of a shape (scaling and skewing, for example)
getFill/setFill: Get and set fill colors
getStroke/setStroke: Get and set stroke colors
moveToBack/moveToFront: Moves shapes based on "z-indexing"

More details about these methods will be provided later within this section.
Moving shapes from back to front (and vice-versa) is not quite the same as the z-index in
CSS; it depends on the rendering engine being used to draw the shapes.
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Styling Shapes
Creating shapes is easy, but more important than creating the shape is making it look good. The
shape objects created by dojox/gfx provides a number of methods to change fill, stroke, and
font properties. These methods allow the developer to style a shape to their heart's content.

Filling a Shape
The setFill method allows for a named color, hex color, linear gradient, or radial gradient
to color (or fill) a shape.
// Create a circle with a set "blue" color
surface.createCircle({ cx: 50, cy: 50, rx:50, r:25
}).setFill("blue");
// Crate a circle with a set hex color
surface.createCircle({ cx: 300, cy: 300, rx:50, r:25
}).setFill("#f00");
// Create a circle with a linear gradient
surface.createRect({ x: 180, y: 40, width: 200, height: 100 }).
setFill({ type:"linear",
x1:0,
y1:0,
//x: 0=&gt;0, consistent gradient horizontally
x2:0,
//y: 0=&gt;420, changing gradient vertically
y2:420,
colors: [
{ offset: 0,
color: "#003b80" },
{ offset: 0.5, color: "#0072e5" },
{ offset: 1,
color: "#4ea1fc" }
]
});
// Create a circle with a radial gradient
surface.createEllipse({
cx: 120,
cy: 260,
rx: 100,
ry: 100
}).setFill({
type: "radial",
cx: 150,
cy: 200,
colors: [
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{ offset: 0,
color: "#4ea1fc" },
{ offset: 0.5, color: "#0072e5" },
{ offset: 1,
color: "#003b80" }
]
});
The colors array accepts objects with offset and color keys. The offset property
represents a number between 0 and 1, and the color property represents the color at that
offset. You may provide any number of colors objects.

Setting a Stroke on a Shape
The setStroke method styles the shape's stroke (like a border or outline).
The setStroke method accepts a color string (hex, named color, rgb, etc.) or an object with
more specific stroke properties:
// Create a GFX surface
// Arguments: node, width, height
var surface = gfx.createSurface("surfaceElement", 400, 400);
// Create a rectangle with a basic black border
surface.createRect({x: 100, y: 50, width: 200, height: 100
}).setStroke("#000");
// Create a circle with a 3-pixel dotted red border
surface.createCircle({ cx: 300, cy: 300, rx: 50, r: 25
}).setStroke({
style: "Dot", width: 3, cap: "round", color: "#f00"
});
// Create a circle with a 3-pixel dotted red border
surface.createCircle({ cx: 150, cy: 250, rx: 100, r: 50
}).setStroke({
style: "Dash", width: 3, cap: "butt", color: "#00f"
});
Properties may include:





style: the style of the line (solid, dotted, dashed)
width: the width of stroke in pixels
color: the stroke's color
cap: the shape of the end of the stroke
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Choosing a Font
Both the Text and TextPath shapes allow for a specific font family, size, and weight. Usage
of setFont is easy:
// Create the initial text, set the font to 20pt Arial Bold, and
fill it blue
surface.createText({ x: 64, y: 220, text: "This is my text",
align: "start"}).
setFont({ family: "Arial", size: "20pt", weight: "bold" }).
setFill("blue");
The font properties are formatted and work very much like CSS properties you use every day!

Grouping Shapes Together
Individual shapes may be "glued" together in groups, so that the shapes within a group can be
treated like they are a single shape. Groups are especially important when animating related
shapes and attaching events to said shapes. The best thing about using groups is that they
feature the same animation methods as individual shapes:
// Create a GFX surface
// Arguments: node, width, height
var surface = gfx.createSurface("surfaceElement", 400, 400);
// Create a group
var group = surface.createGroup();
// Add a shape directly to the group instead of the surface
var rectShape = group.createRect({ x: 0, y: 0, width: 200,
height: 100 })
.setFill("#0000ae");
Shapes can also be added to the group at any time:
// Create the shape on the surface
var rectShape = shape.createRect({ x: 0, y: 0, width: 200,
height: 100 })
.setFill("#0000ae");
// Move it to the group!
group.add(rectShape);
Groups are especially useful when creating moveable shapes:
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// Require the resource
require("dojox/gfx", "dojox/gfx/Moveable", function(gfx,
Moveable) {
// Make all shapes within the group move together!
new Moveable(group);
});
The above snippet allows users to click and hold any shape within the group to move every
shape in the group around.

Animations and Transformations
The real power of the GFX library lies within its animation capabilities. GFX's animations are
extremely powerful and smooth, and capable of many animations—including simple stroke and
fill animations, scaling, rotating, and skewing. The dojox/gfx/fx resource was created to
allow for both simple and complex animations.
The first step in creating GFX animations is requiring the resource:
// Require the powerful gfx.fx resource
require(["dojox/gfx", "dojox/gfx/fx"], function(gfx, gfxFx) {
});
Transform capabilities are hosted by each individual shape, so no additional resources are
required for scaling, skewing, etc.

Fill, Stroke, and Font Animations
The dojox/gfx/fx resource provides animateFill , animateFont ,
and animateStroke methods for easy animation of each shape property:
// Create a circle, a dojox/gfx.fx instance, play it immediately
var circle = surface.createCircle({ cx: 50, cy: 50, rx: 50, r:
25 })
.setFill("blue");
gfxFx.animateFill({
shape: circle,
duration: 500,
color: { start: "blue", end: "green" }
}).play();
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// Create a rectangle, animate its stroke
var rectangle = surface.createRect({ x: 100, y: 50, width: 200,
height: 100 })
.setStroke("yellow");
gfxFx.animateStroke({
shape: rectangle,
duration: 500,
color: { start: "yellow", end: "pink" },
width: { end: 15 },
join: { values: ["miter", "bevel", "round"] }
}).play();
// Create text, animate it
var text = surface.createText({
x: 64, y: 220, text: "Vector Graphics Rock!", align: "start"
}).setFont({ family: "Arial", size: "20pt", weight: "bold" })
.setFill("red");
gfxFx.animateFont({
shape: text,
duration: 500,
variant: { values: ["normal", "small-caps"] },
size: { end: 10, units: "pt" },
color: "green"
}).play();
Each method has its own properties relative to the property (stroke, fill, text) being changed.
Also note that gradient backgrounds cannot be animated; solid colors are animated flawlessly.

Rotating a Shape
Shape rotation is also incredibly easy with GFX's animation API.
The rotateAt and rotategAt animations allow for rotating shapes or groups of shapes
around a given center-point. The gfxFx.animateTransform method will assemble the
animation, and the play method will start it.
// Create a group
var group = surface.createGroup();
// Create a circle
var circle1 = group.createCircle({ cx: 100, cy: 300, r: 50
}).setFill("green");
var circle2 = group.createCircle({ cx: 100, cy: 100, r: 50
}).setFill("blue");
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var circle3 = group.createCircle({ cx: 300, cy: 300, r: 50
}).setFill("black");
var circle4 = group.createCircle({ cx: 300, cy: 100, r: 50
}).setFill("yellow");
// Create an animation of the group
var animation = new gfxFx.animateTransform({
duration: 700,
shape: group,
transform: [{
name: "rotategAt",
start: [0, 200, 200], // Starts at 0 degree rotation at
center-point 200x200
end: [360, 200, 200] // Ends at 360 degrees
}]
});
// Showtime!
animation.play();
If you are wondering why there are rotateAt and rotategAt methods, it is because
geometry with JavaScript is usually radian-based; but most developers find it easier to think in
terms of degrees. Both rotate a shape around a specific point on the surface.

Scaling and Skewing
The process of shrinking, enlarging, and skewing GFX graphics is simple. Use
the gfx.matrix.scale method to scale the image, providing x and y values for the
amount to scale on each axis:
// Double the size of the shape
shapeGroup.applyTransform(gfx.matrix.scale({ x: 2, y: 2 }));
// Shrink the shape to half size
shapeGroup.applyTransform(gfx.matrix.scale({ x: 2, y: 0.5 }));
// Skews the group at -20 degrees
shapeGroup.applyTransform(gfx.matrix.skewYg(-20));
The gfx.matrix resource contains numerous helpers to invert, rotate, scale, and skew
shapes so that you don't need to know the complex math equations behind setting up any
shape modifications or transformations.
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Events
Events are particularly important in dojox/gfx as they allow for triggering movement and
display changes within groups. Many of the charting plugins are triggered by events on GFXcreated shapes. You can add events to GFX-created nodes or groups using shape.on and
group.on , which extends dojo/on .

shape.on
The shape.on method works very much like a native event handler. Provide a shape and
event type:
// Add a circle
var circle = group.createCircle({ cx: 100, cy: 300, r: 50 })
.setFill("green").setStroke("pink");
// Add a click event to the circle to change its fill!
circle.on("click", function(e) {
circle.setFill("red");
});

group.on
The group.on method of GFX groups allows for dojo/on -style event listeners:
// Get the eventSource to find out what element the event
occurred on
group.on("click", function(e) {
//our shape was clicked, now do something!
}, true);
> The Silverlight rendering engine supports the following
events: onclick , onmouseenter , onmouseleave , onmousedown , onmouseup , onmou
semove , onkeydown , and onkeyup . If you want to target the broadest range of renderers,
you are advised to restrict yourself to this list of events.

Create the Dojo Logo with GFX
If we have the Dojo Toolkit logo in an SVG format, the path information describing the shapes
of that logo can be extracted and used to create a GFX-based image. The following is a portion
of that SVG file:
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<svg version="1.1" id="Layer_1"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" x="0px" y="0px"
width="1100px" height="700px" viewBox="0 0 1100 700" enablebackground="new 0 0 1100 700" xml:space="preserve">
<g>
<g>
<path fill="#010101"
d="M826.698,536.736v11.722h12.71v6.758h12.71v26.25c0,6.065,1.718,9.483,6.659,9.483
c2.427,0,3.8340.203,5.147-0.61l0.406,6.759c-1.721,0.621-4.439,1.2117.876,1.211c-4.145,0-7.466-1.404-9.575-3.729
c-2.429-2.7293.442-7.062-3.442-12.82v-26.555h-7.576v-6.756h7.576v8.996L826.698,536.736z"/>
<path fill="#010101" d="M868.708,598.43c-13.119,023.418-9.695-23.418-25.142c0-16.354,10.801-25.938,24.225-25.938
c14.039,0,23.525,10.196,23.525,25.036c0,18.175-12.623,26.0524.229,26.05h-0.103V598.43L868.708,598.43z M869.115,591.764
c8.481,0,14.846-7.975,14.846-19.089c0-8.267-4.146-18.686-14.64318.686c-10.396,0-14.931,9.694-14.931,18.976
c0,10.717,6.052,18.783,14.638,18.783h0.09V591.764L869.115,591.76
4z"/>
<path fill="#010101" d="M924.162,598.43c-13.119,023.406-9.695-23.406-25.142c0-16.354,10.801-25.938,24.213-25.938
c14.039,0,23.517,10.196,23.517,25.036c0,18.175-12.611,26.0524.216,26.05h-0.106L924.162,598.43L924.162,598.43z
M924.574,591.764c8.487,0,14.834-7.975,14.834-19.089c0-8.2674.129-18.686-14.638-18.686c-10.395,0-14.94,9.694-14.94,18.976
c0,10.717,6.063,18.783,14.643,18.783h0.103L924.574,591.764L924.5
74,591.764z"/>
<!-- more SVG below this shape... -->
</g>
</g>
</svg>
Judging by the SVG above, it's easy to deduce that:




The canvas is approximately 1100 pixels wide and 700 pixels tall.
The letters should be drawn with paths ( surface.createPath )
The fill color of each letter (per the logo) is #010101 . This example will use a gradient
fill, however.
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Using the path information in the logo is simple:
// Arguments: node, width, height
var surface = gfx.createSurface("surfaceElement",1100,700);
// Regular fill
var regularFill = { type: "linear", x1: 0, y1: 0, x2: 0, y2:
900, colors: [{ offset: 0, color: "#555" }, { offset: 1, color:
"#000"}] };
// Create group too contain each letter of "toolkit"
var tkGroup = surface.createGroup();
// Tiny letter "t" in "toolkit"
var letterToolkitT =
tkGroup.createPath("M826.698,536.736v11.722h12.71v6.758h12.71v26.25c0,6.065,1.718,9.483,6.659,9.483
c2.427,0,3.8340.203,5.147-0.61l0.406,6.759c-1.721,0.621-4.439,1.2117.876,1.211c-4.145,0-7.466-1.404-9.575-3.729
c-2.429-2.7293.442-7.062-3.442-12.82v-26.555h-7.576v-6.756h7.576v8.996L826.698,536.736z").setFill(regularFill).setStroke("#000");
// "o"
var letterToolkitO1 = tkGroup.createPath("M868.708,598.43c13.119,0-23.418-9.695-23.418-25.142c0-16.354,10.80125.938,24.225-25.938
c14.039,0,23.525,10.196,23.525,25.036c0,18.175-12.623,26.0524.229,26.05h-0.103V598.43L868.708,598.43z M869.115,591.764
c8.481,0,14.846-7.975,14.846-19.089c0-8.267-4.146-18.686-14.64318.686c-10.396,0-14.931,9.694-14.931,18.976
c0,10.717,6.052,18.783,14.638,18.783h0.09V591.764L869.115,591.76
4z").setFill(regularFill).setStroke("#000");
// More "letter" shapes here...
When all of the paths are drawn to the surface, the following vector graphic will be created:
GFX logo created from SVG paths

Conclusion
Dojo's GFX library provides the ability to create simple vector graphics or more complex vector
graphic groups. The Dojo Toolkit's advanced charting and drawing libraries are based on the
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power of GFX. No matter what your medium, the Dojo Toolkit provides an easy to use API for
creating, animating, and managing your vector graphics!
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Dijit Menus
Dijit is a powerful framework for allowing us to create very clean, professional-looking
interfaces. Sometimes, that means that we need a desktop-like experience with a menu of
options. With dijit/Menu, we have a very powerful yet easy-to-use tool to create these
interfaces.

Introduction
Option menus are a familiar concept in any graphical user interface. They come in different
shapes and sizes, from the horizontal menubar, to drop-down menus, to context or right-click
menus for contextual actions. The native controls provided by HTML are limited, and simple
HTML/CSS arrangements are awkward to manage and suffer from usability and accessibility
problems. The family of dijit/Menu* widgets are designed to address these issues.

Getting Started
The dijit/Menu documentation outlines the types of menus and ways to assemble them. This
and the API documentation are good places to start. We'll be reviewing and expanding on those
resources to put together menus for a simple task management application.
These code examples assume you have already set up a page to load the Dojo toolkit and the
Claro theme. You can refer to previous sections if you need to refresh your memory.
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<div id="mainMenu" data-dojo-type="dijit/Menu">
<div id="edit" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">Edit</div>
<div id="view" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">View</div>
<div id="task" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">Task</div>
</div>
<script>
// Require the Menu and MenuItem class, and the
dojo/parser,
// and make sure the DOM is ready
require([
"dijit/Menu",
"dijit/MenuItem",
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"dojo/parser",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Menu, MenuItem, parser){
parser.parse();
});
</script>
</body>

Item in a vertical menu. Supports an optional icon (via CSS), and an optional accelerator
(shortcut) key combination. dijit/MenuItem and widgets which inherit from it can be
clicked or selected from the keyboard, and support full keyboard navigation. The item can be
both visually and functionally disabled by setting the disabled flag.
A variation on dijit/MenuItem designed for a horizontal menu, with the visual and
accessibility changes it implies.
A variation on dijit/MenuItem which represents an item with a sub-menu. The sub-menu
can be accessed by clicking on or pausing over the item, or via the keyboard with the arrow
keys.
A horizontally-oriented version of dijit/PopupMenuItem .
A non-interactive divider between items in a menu.

Menu Structure
It is useful to correlate how we picture our menu structure, against the internal
structure dijit/Menu uses. Ultimately, sub-menus are simply the popup property of
a dijit/PopupMenuItem . When creating a menu programmatically, we assign a menu
instance to the popup property of an item to create menu hierarchy. When creating a menu
declaratively, the intuitive way to indicate menu hierarchy is through element nesting. To
create a menu item with a sub-menu, we can simply nest a menu inside the menu item; the
first element (typically a <span> ) is used as the label for the item.
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<div id="mainMenu" data-dojo-type="dijit/Menu">
<div id="edit" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">Edit</div>
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<div id="view" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">View</div>
<div id="task" data-dojo-type="dijit/PopupMenuItem">
<span>Task</span>
<div id="taskMenu" data-dojo-type="dijit/Menu">
<div id="complete" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">
Mark as Complete
</div>
<div id="cancel" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">
Cancel
</div>
<div id="begin" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">
Begin
</div>
</div>
</div><!-- end of sub-menu -->
</div>
<script>
// Require dependencies
require([
"dijit/Menu",
"dijit/MenuItem",
"dijit/PopupMenuItem",
"dojo/parser",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Menu, MenuItem, PopupMenuItem, parser){
parser.parse();
});
</script>
</body>

One task the above example does not demonstrate, but which is certainly possible
programmatically, is re-assigning a sub-menu on the fly. To accomplish this, you can simply
reset the popup property on the dijit/PopupMenuItem in question to point to a new submenu. Alternatively, you could remove/destroy the original PopupMenuItem (and the submenu as well, if it is not being used elsewhere) and insert a new one with the
appropriate popup property value.
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Menu Accessibility
All the menu variations enjoy the same accessibility support as the rest of Dijit. This means that
the correct ARIA roles are used to allow assistive technology to inform the user as to what type
of controls they are interacting with, and therefore how to operate it. Keyboard accessibility is
present for low-vision, non-pointer, and/or power-users. The Tab key moves focus to/from the
menu as a whole, and the arrow keys are used to move within a menu and any sub-menus.

Menu Icons
Like dijit/form/Button and its subclasses, instances of dijit/MenuItem have
an iconClass property. This can be used to add a particular CSS class into an item's
template, in order to show an icon next to the item label. Here is a simple, out-of-context
example of how to achieve this, both declaratively and programmatically:
Declarative
Programmatic
<div id="task"
data-dojo-type="dijit/MenuItem"
data-dojo-props="iconClass: 'taskIcon'">
Task
</div>
<script>
// Require dependencies
require([
"dojo/parser",
"dijit/MenuItem",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(parser){
parser.parse();
});
</script>
.taskIcon {
background: url("./icons/task.png");
width: 24px;
height: 24px;
}
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Menu Variations
So far, we've used dijit/Menu as what the documentation calls "navigation menus"—that is,
statically placed on the page. We can turn this menu into a context popup menu quite easily:
require([
"dijit/Menu",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Menu){
var mainMenu = new Menu({
id: "mainMenu",
contextMenuForWindow: true
});
});
require([
"dojo/dom",
"dijit/Menu",
"dojo/domReady!",
"dojo/query!css2"
], function(dom, Menu){
var taskMenu = new Menu({
id: "taskMenu",
targetNodeIds: ["taskList"],
selector: ".task"
});
});
Specifying a single targetNodeId and a selector is more efficient than specifying multiple
targetNodeIds. Also, that approach will handle new nodes (new .task nodes in this example)
that are created after the menu was created.
If you specify a selector, you need to include an appropriate level of dojo/query to handle your
selector.
Our next demo hooks up menus as noted above, resulting in one context menu on the
document as a whole, and another context menu specific to task items.
In the demo, you will notice that there is also a "Task" popup menu item in the global context
menu (which reuses the same menu as the context menu for task items). However, until you
click one of the task items to "select" it, there is no "current" item for it to apply to—for this
reason, we initially disable this menu item, and enable it when the user selects an item, by
calling:
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require(["dijit/registry"], function(registry){
registry.byId("task").set("disabled", false);
}

MenuBars and More
So far we've been working exclusively with dijit/Menu and standalone menus. But as we
discussed in the introduction, menus can take different forms. For a horizontal menubar, where
sub-menus are drop-downs, dijit/MenuBar is provided as a variation on dijit/Menu .
Usage is generally the same, but you do have to remember to use
the dijit/MenuBarItem widget class for items:
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<div id="mainMenu" data-dojo-type="dijit/MenuBar">
<div id="edit" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuBarItem">Edit</div>
<div id="view" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuBarItem">View</div>
<div id="task" data-dojotype="dijit/PopupMenuBarItem">
<span>Task</span>
<div id="taskMenu" data-dojo-type="dijit/Menu">
<div id="complete" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">
Mark as Complete
</div>
<div id="cancel" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">
Cancel
</div>
<div id="begin" data-dojotype="dijit/MenuItem">
Begin
</div>
</div>
</div><!-- end of sub-menu -->
</div>
<script>
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// Require dependencies
require([
"dojo/parser",
"dijit/Menu",
"dijit/MenuItem",
"dijit/MenuBar",
"dijit/MenuBarItem",
"dijit/PopupMenuBarItem",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(parser){
parser.parse;
});
</script>
</body>

Menus in Widgets
There are a series of composite widgets in Dijit which employ menus. These
include dijit/form/ComboButton and dijit/form/DropDownButton . The principle is
very similar to how we have been creating nested menus. For example, we could create a
ComboButton with a Menu as follows:
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<div id="comboBtn"></div>
<script>
// Require dependencies
require([
"dijit/Menu",
"dijit/MenuItem",
"dijit/form/ComboButton",
"dojo/domReady!"
], function(Menu, MenuItem, ComboButton) {
var menu = new Menu({ id: "mainMenu" });
menu.addChild(new MenuItem({
label: "Edit"
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}));
menu.addChild(new MenuItem({
label: "View"
}));
menu.addChild(new MenuItem({
label: "Task"
}));
// create a ComboButton and add the Menu
var comboBtn = new ComboButton({
label: "Do Something",
dropDown: menu
}, "comboBtn");
menu.startup();
comboBtn.startup();
});
</script>
</body>

Going Further
There are innumerable ways in which applications can use menus, and each use case brings its
own requirements. Dijit provides you with a robust Menu widget class, and implementations of
a selection of common user interface patterns. You can react to menu interactions and
configure and change how items look. There are a number of other event hooks we don't have
space to cover here, but which you may wish to familiarize yourself with:
Called when the user's cursor is over a MenuItem. Connect to it or provide an implementation to
handle this event.
Called when the user's cursor leaves a MenuItem.
Called when an item in the menu is clicked. This is essentially an alternative to connecting
to onClick of individual menu items.
Called when the menu is shown or opened.
Called when the menu is hidden or closed.

Conclusion
The menu functionality in Dijit makes it easy to create and interact with menu bars,
popup/dropdown menus, and sub-menus. We have seen how to create a variety of menus from
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markup as well as programmatically. This is just another one of the many pieces of the arsenal
Dijit affords for building great user experiences.
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Getting Selective with Dijit
In this section, we will explore widgets in the dijit/form namespace which enhance the
user experience of HTML select elements: Select , FilteringSelect , and ComboBox .

Introduction
Dijit, the Dojo Toolkit's UI framework, contains a comprehensive set of widgets to help you
rapidly develop web applications. As we discussed previously in Dijit Themes, Buttons, and
TextBoxes, Dijit has many form-based widgets for you to work with, including a wide range of
buttons and textboxes. As we will see in this section, Dijit also provides several select-based
widgets: dijit/form/Select , dijit/form/FilteringSelect ,
and dijit/form/ComboBox .

Getting Started
Using Dijit solves one of the more vexing problems presented to web application developers
when using HTML select elements—custom styling. By using Dijit theming (as seen
in previous sections), we can create elements with a uniform look and feel across all supported
browsers. With some simple code examples, we will show you how to replace your HTML select
elements with these elegant, powerful, and easy to use Dijit widgets:


dijit/form/Select : A skinnable drop-down select box [ref | api]



dijit/form/FilteringSelect : A select box with a text field to filter results; the
field is marked invalid if the text entered does not match a value in the drop-down list
[ref | api]
dijit/form/ComboBox : A free-form text field that displays suggestions in a dropdown list [ref | api]



dijit/form/Select
dijit/form/Select is in many ways similar to HTML's select element, but Dijit's widget
provides useful functionality that can help you customize the appearance and behavior of this
simple drop-down.


displayedValue : The value presently displayed in the field



value : The internal value of the selected option; in the context of a form, this is what
would be submitted to the server
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<body class="claro">
<select id="stateSelect" data-dojo-type="dijit/form/Select"
name="stateSelect">
<option value="" selected="selected">Select a
state</option>
<option value="AL">Alabama</option>
<option value="AK">Alaska</option>
<option value="AZ">Arizona</option>
<option value="AR">Arkansas</option>
<option value="CA">California</option>
</select>
<script>
require(["dijit/form/Select", "dojo/parser"]);
</script>
</body>
Don't forget: when creating widgets declaratively, make sure you add "parseOnLoad:
true" to the data-dojo-config attribute on the script tag that includes dojo.js on the
page. Furthermore, it is necessary to explicitly require("dojo/parser") when you intend
to use it.
Don't forget to include the class="claro" attribute in the body tag to apply the claro
theme to your page. In this case, it's important for it to be in the body tag specifically, so that
the theme takes effect not only in the select boxes, but also their associated popup menus.

dijit/form/FilteringSelect
Like a normal select , dijit/form/FilteringSelect allows selection of an option by
clicking on the arrow icon and browsing the list of options. Additionally, however, it allows a
user to type text into an input field, and will show matching options as he or she types.


required : Whether or not a value must be provided for the field to be considered
valid; defaults to true



placeHolder : Text to display in the field when it is blank and unfocused, to indicate
instruction or purpose (this feature is inherited from dijit/form/TextBox )



displayedValue : The value presently contained in the text field



value : The internal value of the selected option; in the context of a form, this is what
would be submitted to the server

<body class="claro">
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<select id="stateSelect" name="stateSelect" data-dojotype="dijit/form/FilteringSelect"
data-dojo-props="
value: '',
placeHolder: 'Select a State'">
<option value="AL">Alabama</option>
<option value="AK">Alaska</option>
<option value="AZ">Arizona</option>
<option value="AR">Arkansas</option>
<option value="CA">California</option>
</select>
<script>
require(["dijit/form/FilteringSelect", "dojo/parser"]);
</script>
</body>
In combination with required: true , you can specify value: "" and placeholder text
such as placeHolder: "Select an option" to achieve a common UI design pattern,
executed with style and ease thanks to Dijit and its themes.

dijit/form/ComboBox
dijit/form/ComboBox is a hybrid of a select element and a textbox. There is often
confusion as to the behavior of ComboBox, because it looks
like dijit/form/FilteringSelect ; the main difference between the two is that the
ComboBox will accept your input even if it does not match an option in the list.


required : Whether or not a value must be provided for the field to be considered
valid; defaults to false (note that this default differs from that
of dijit/form/FilteringSelect )



placeHolder : Text to display in the field when it is blank and unfocused, to indicate
instruction or purpose (this feature is inherited from dijit/form/TextBox )



value : The value presently contained in the text field; in the context of a form, this is
what would be submitted to the server

<body class="claro">
<select id="stateSelect" name="stateSelect" data-dojotype="dijit/form/ComboBox"
data-dojo-props="
value: '',
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placeHolder: 'Select a State'">
<option value="AL">Alabama</option>
<option value="AK">Alaska</option>
<option value="AZ">Arizona</option>
<option value="AR">Arkansas</option>
<option value="CA">California</option>
</select>
<script>
require(["dijit/form/ComboBox", "dojo/parser"]);
</script>
</body>
Again, it is very important to remember that dijit/form/ComboBox reports/submits the
value contained in its textbox, unlike the previous two widgets.

Conclusion
In this section, we've demonstrated that Dijit provides several select widgets with a consistent
look and behavior. These range from a simple replacement of a normal HTML select element
( dijit/form/Select ) to more powerful widgets such
as dijit/form/FilteringSelect and dijit/form/ComboBox , which allow you to type
in a value, but differ in how this value is validated and submitted.
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Sliders with Dijit
The HTML5 specification provides many new features, such as the <input
type="range"> element which allows users to choose from a range of values.
Unfortunately, this new input type is not supported in all browsers, and looks different in each
browser that does support it. That's where
Dijit's HorizontalSlider and VerticalSlider widgets come in: flexible, themeable,
and functional.

Getting Started
There are many benefits to using sliders within user interfaces. Benefits to using Dijit's slider
solutions include:





Both horizontal and vertical sliders are provided
Sliders may be easily themed to match the rest of an application
Sliders display and work uniformly in each browser
The same convenient properties, methods, and events you've come to expect from Dijit
widgets are provided

The Dojo Toolkit's slider widgets live within Dojo's user interface library, Dijit. As with using
any Dijit resource, it's important to include the CSS of the theme you want to use:
<head>
<!-- load the "claro" theme -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dijit/themes/c
laro/claro.css">
</head>
<!-- add the "claro" CSS class to the body -->
<body class="claro">
<!-- load dojo and provide config via data attribute -->
<script
src="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dojo/dojo.js"
data-dojo-config="async: true, parseOnLoad: true">
</script>
</body>
It is also important to remember to require the modules you will be using. This will be
demonstrated in later examples as we explore the various features that Dijit's slider widgets
have to offer.
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Important dijit/form/HorizontalSlider and dijit/form/VerticalSlider initiali
zation properties include:


clickSelect : Whether or not simply clicking the slider bar should change the value



disabled : Whether or not the slider should be active



discreteValues : The number of possible discrete slider values (e.g. if



your minimum is 0, your maximum is 10, and your discreteValues is 3, the slider
will stop at the values 0, 5, and 10)
intermediateChanges : Whether or not onChange should fire during each step of
the slide (by default, the onChange event fires only when the slider has settled at its
final position)
maximum : The maximum slider value



minimum : The minimum slider value



name : The name used for the <input> when submitting the form (so its value may
be accessed)
pageIncrement : If discreteValues is also specified, this indicates the number of
increments that the slider handle is moved via the page up/page down keys.
If discreteValues is not specified, it indicates the number of pixels that the slider
handle is moved via page up/page down.
showButtons : Whether or not increment and decrement buttons should be displayed
with the slider
value : The slider's current value








Important dijit/form/HorizontalSlider and dijit/form/VerticalSlider metho
ds include:


decrement : Decrements the slider's value



increment : Increments the slider's value



get : Returns the slider's value



set : Sets the slider's value

Important dijit/form/HorizontalSlider and dijit/form/VerticalSlider events
include:
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onChange : Fires when the slider reaches its destination value, or at each step of the
change if intermediateChanges is true

Creating Sliders

A basic horizontal slider.
Sliders may be created programmatically or declaratively. A declaratively-created horizontal
slider would look like this:
<body class="claro">
<input id="hslider" value="3" type="range"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/HorizontalSlider"
data-dojo-props="
minimum: 0,
maximum: 10,
discreteValues: 11">
<script>
// Require parser since we are performing
declarative instantiation
// Also require the slider class
require(["dijit/form/HorizontalSlider",
"dojo/parser"]);
</script>
</body>
The example above creates a horizontal slider with values from 0 to 10, starting with a value of
3, with increment and decrement buttons, which will add or subtract 1 from the slider's value
when clicked.
Note that we defined discreteValues as 11 in order to achieve increments of 1 in this
example—this is because there are really 11 whole numbers within the range 0 to 10, including
zero.

Programmatic creation of a vertical slider would look like this:
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<body class="claro">
<div id="vertSlider"></div>
<script>
// Require the slider class
require(["dijit/form/VerticalSlider"],
function(VerticalSlider) {
// Create the vertical slider programmatically
var vertSlider = new VerticalSlider({
minimum: 0,
maximum: 100,
pageIncrement: 20,
value: 20,
intermediateChanges: true,
style: "height: 200px;"
}, "vertSlider");
// Start up the widget
vertSlider.startup();
});
</script>
</body>
The vertical slider above ranges from 0 to 100, has an initial value of 20, operates at per-pixel
increments since discreteValues is not set, and fires an onChange event during each step
of the slider's movement.

Adding Rules and Rule Labels
Horizontal and Vertical sliders function well, but often a developer will want to add tick marks
and labels to clearly indicate values at given locations along the slider. That's where
Dijit's dijit/form/HorizontalRule , dijit/form/HorizontalRuleLabels , dijit/
form/VerticalRule , and dijit/form/VerticalRuleLabels come in.

A horizontal slider with two rules and labels.
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Important dijit/form/HorizontalRule and dijit/form/VerticalRule initialization
properties include:




container : Can be "topDecoration" or "bottomDecoration" for HorizontalRule, or
"leftDecoration" or "rightDecoration" for VerticalRule, indicating where this rule
appears relative to the slider
count : Number of hashmarks to display



ruleStyle : CSS styles to be applied to each mark

Important dijit/form/HorizontalRuleLabels and dijit/form/VerticalRuleLab
els initialization properties include:





container : Can be "topDecoration" or "bottomDecoration" for HorizontalRuleLabels,
or "leftDecoration" or "rightDecoration" for VerticalRuleLabels, indicating where the
labels appear relative to the slider
labelStyle : CSS styles to be applied to each label
labels : Optional array (or, declaratively, a list of <li> s) of labels to place along the
slider

When the labels property is not specified, the following properties also apply to rule labels:


count : Number of labels to display



maximum : Highest value to be displayed in the set of labels



minimum : Lowest value to be displayed in the set of labels



numericMargin : Number of labels that should be suppressed at each end of the
slider. Note that this applies on top of count , minimum , and maximum ; for



example, count: 6 and numericMargin: 1 would result in 4 labels, with the
lowest and highest labels hidden.
constraints : Allows customization of the format of auto-generated numeric labels.
This behaves like the options object to dojo/number/format .

Let's go back to our HorizontalSlider example and add some rules and labels above and below
the slider. The code would end up looking something like this:
<body class="claro">
<!-- create rules and labels above horizontal slider -->
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<ol data-dojo-type="dijit/form/HorizontalRuleLabels"
data-dojo-props="
container: 'topDecoration',
count: 11,
numericMargin: 1"
style="height: 1.2em; font-weight: bold">
</ol>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/form/HorizontalRule"
data-dojo-props="
container: 'topDecoration',
count: 11"
style="height: 5px; margin: 0 12px;"></div>
<!-- declaratively create a slider without buttons, values
from 0-10 -->
<input id="hslider" type="range" value="3"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/HorizontalSlider"
data-dojo-props="
minimum: 0,
maximum: 10,
showButtons: false,
discreteValues: 11">
<!-- create rules and labels below horizontal slider -->
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/form/HorizontalRule"
data-dojo-props="
container: 'bottomDecoration',
count: 5"
style="height: 5px; margin: 0 12px;"></div>
<ol data-dojo-type="dijit/form/HorizontalRuleLabels"
data-dojo-props="
container: 'bottomDecoration'"
style="height: 1em; font-weight: bold;">
<li>lowest</li>
<li>normal</li>
<li>highest</li>
</ol>
<script>
// Require parser since we are performing declarative
instantiation
require(["dijit/form/HorizontalSlider",
"dijit/form/HorizontalRuleLabels", "dijit/form/HorizontalRule",
"dojo/parser"]);
</script>
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</body>

We can also augment our programmatically-created vertical slider to show rules and rule labels,
as follows:
<body class="claro">
<div id="vertSlider"></div>
<script>
require(["dijit/form/VerticalSlider",
"dijit/form/VerticalRuleLabels", "dijit/form/VerticalRule",
"dojo/dom-construct", "dojo/parser", "dojo/dom",
"dojo/domReady!"],
function(VerticalSlider, VerticalRuleLabels,
VerticalRule, domConstruct, parser, dom) {
// Create the rules
var rulesNode = domConstruct.create("div", {},
dom.byId("vertSlider"), "first");
var sliderRules = new VerticalRule({
container: "leftDecoration",
count: 11,
style: "width: 5px;"
}, rulesNode);
// Create the labels
var labelsNode = domConstruct.create("div", {},
dom.byId("vertSlider"), "first");
var sliderLabels = new VerticalRuleLabels({
container: "rightDecoration",
labelStyle: "font-style: italic; font-size:
0.75em"
}, labelsNode);
// Create the vertical slider programmatically
var vertSlider = new VerticalSlider({
minimum: 0,
maximum: 100,
pageIncrement: 20,
value: 20,
intermediateChanges: true,
style: "height: 200px;"
}, "vertSlider");
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// Start up the widgets
vertSlider.startup();
sliderRules.startup();
sliderLabels.startup();
}
);
</script>
</body>

Note that rules and labels are each given their own <div> element and are injected into the
node which will become the VerticalSlider ("vertSlider").

Conclusion
While the HTML5 specification offers slider controls via <input type="range"> , this
feature is only available in modern browsers, and the ability to customize its look and feel is
limited. Dijit's Slider widgets provide a uniform, themeable, cross-browser compatible solution
for allowing users to change range values. Sliders provide the flexibility and reliability
developers expect from the Dojo Toolkit.
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Dijit Themes, Buttons, and Textboxes
In this section, we will show you the basics of creating and using simple form elements using
Dijit—including how to set up a Dijit theme for your web application.

Introduction
Dijit, the Dojo Toolkit's UI framework, contains a comprehensive set of widgets to help you
rapidly develop web applications. Central to most web applications are form elements—simple
widgets that allow for user input, usually to be transmitted to a server for additional handling.
Dijit has quite a few form-based widgets for you to work with, including buttons, textboxes,
validating textboxes, select-based elements, sliders and more.
In addition, Dijit includes a theming framework that allows a user to define—in detail, if
needed—the visual aspects of all Dijits. This theming is simple to use, and Dijit includes four
themes to choose from: Claro, Tundra, Soria, and Nihilo.

Using a Dijit theme
To use a Dijit theme, two things are needed: a reference to the main theme CSS file, and the
setting of a CSS class on the body element of your page, like so:
<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>
<head>
<meta charset="utf-8">
<title>Hello Dijit!</title>
<!-- load Dojo -->
<link rel="stylesheet"
href="//ajax.googleapis.com/ajax/libs/dojo/1.10.4/dijit/themes/c
laro/claro.css">
</head>
<!-- set the claro class on our body element -->
<body class="claro">
<h1 id="greeting">Hello</h1>
</body>
</html>
The actual CSS class names for each available theme
are claro , tundra , soria and nihilo . A typical setup for a Dijit-based application is to
include this class on the body element, so that all Dijits on a page are consistently styled.
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You can restrict the Dijit theme to only small portions of a page; you do this by applying the CSS
class of the theme to a block-level element, such as a div . However, keep in mind
that any popup-based widget (or widgets that use popups, such
as dijit/form/ComboButton , dijit/form/DropDownButton ,
and dijit/form/Select ) create and place the DOM structure for the popup as a direct
child of the body element—which means that your theme will not be applied to the popup.
Now that we have a typical Dijit-based page set up, let's go ahead and start including the form
widgets we'd like to use.

Buttons in Dijit
Probably the most basic widget in any toolkit is a button; this type of user input allows a user to
trigger an action, such as submitting a form or resetting the values on a form. Dijit's
implementation is pretty simple:
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<button id="btn" data-dojo-type="dijit/form/Button"
data-dojo-props="
onClick: function(){ console.log('First button
was clicked!'); }">
Click Me!
</button>
<script>
// load requirements for declarative widgets in page
content
require(["dijit/form/Button", "dojo/parser",
"dojo/domReady!"]);
</script>
</body>

Don't forget: if you are going to define widgets declaratively, make sure you
add "parseOnLoad: true" to the data-dojo-config attribute on the script tag that
includes dojo.js on the page. Furthermore, it is necessary to
explicitly require(["dojo/parser"]) when you intend to use it.
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As you can see, creating a dijit/form/Button [ref | api] is pretty simple, and behaves very
much like a regular HTML button element. Dijit buttons also support using an image or image
sprite in conjunction with a label—or even the image alone—like so:
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<button id="btn2" data-dojo-type="dijit/form/Button"
data-dojo-props="
iconClass: 'dijitIconNewTask',
showLabel: false,
onClick: function(){ console.log('Second button
was clicked!'); }">
Click Me!
</button>
<script>
// load requirements for declarative widgets in page
content
require(["dojo/parser", "dijit/form/Button",
"dojo/domReady!"]);
</script>
</body>

Several widget properties are employed in the example above:


iconClass : indicates what CSS class to use (to apply an image sprite)



showLabel : determines whether to show any text in the button



title : sets the value of the HTML title attribute on the rendered DOM node of the
widget
label : in programmatic usage, this indicates the content of the button label;



declaratively, this is specified via the content ( innerHTML ) of the element
representing the widget
When using a dijit/form/Button inside a form (or perhaps even a dijit/form/Form ),
you can add type:"submit" or type:"reset" to your button's properties (via data160
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dojo-props declaratively, or in the object passed to the constructor programmatically) to
achieve the same behavior as a native HTML button of the same type.
Even in the simplest usages of dijit/form/Button , it is good practice to
specify type:"button" —in its absence, the button would default its type to submit . While
this normally wouldn't be a problem outside of a form, older versions of IE wrap buttons in a
form anyway—which can ultimately lead to confusing behavior.
Dijit also includes three other button widgets:


dijit/form/ToggleButton : a button that maintains an on/off state [ref | api]



dijit/form/DropDownButton : a button designed to show a popup widget (such as
a menu) when clicked [ref | api]
dijit/form/ComboButton : like a dijit/form/Button and



a dijit/form/DropDownButton combined—the primary region can perform an
action when clicked, and the drop-down region can show a popup widget [ref | api]
The following example shows these three widgets in action:
Declarative
<body class="claro">
<button id="toggle" data-dojotype="dijit/form/ToggleButton"
data-dojo-props="iconClass: 'dijitCheckBoxIcon',
checked: true">
Toggle
</button>
<div id="combo" data-dojo-type="dijit/form/ComboButton"
data-dojo-props="
optionsTitle: 'Save Options',
iconClass: 'dijitIconFile',
onClick: function(){ console.log('Clicked
ComboButton'); }">
<span>Combo</span>
<div id="saveMenu" data-dojo-type="dijit/Menu">
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/MenuItem"
data-dojo-props="
iconClass: 'dijitEditorIcon
dijitEditorIconSave',
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onClick: function(){
console.log('Save'); }">
Save
</div>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/MenuItem"
data-dojo-props="onClick: function(){
console.log('Save As'); }">
Save As
</div>
</div>
</div>
<div id="dropDown" data-dojotype="dijit/form/DropDownButton"
data-dojo-props="iconClass: 'dijitIconApplication'">
<span>DropDown</span>
<div data-dojo-type="dijit/TooltipDialog">
This is a TooltipDialog. You could even put a
form in here!
</div>
</div>
<script>
// load requirements for declarative widgets in page
content
require(["dijit/form/ToggleButton",
"dijit/form/ComboButton", "dijit/Menu", "dijit/MenuItem",
"dijit/form/DropDownButton", "dijit/TooltipDialog",
"dojo/parser"]);
</script>
</body>

Notice that dijit/form/ComboButton and dijit/form/DropDownButton cooperate
with popup widgets, such as dijit/Menu , dijit/TooltipDialog ,
and dijit/ColorPalette .

The Dijit TextBox Family
No UI toolkit would be complete without some form of basic user input, and Dijit is no
exception. Within the dijit/form namespace, there are a number of textbox-based widgets,
each with a specific purpose:
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dijit/form/TextBox : a basic textbox




[ref | api] * dijit/form/SimpleTextarea : a basic textarea, for large text input
[ref |api]
dijit/form/ValidationTextBox : a textbox with basic validation abilities, which
can be further customized [ref | api]
dijit/form/NumberTextBox : a textbox that ensures the input is numeric [ref | api]



dijit/form/DateTextBox : a textbox that includes a popup calendar [ref | api]



dijit/form/TimeTextBox : a textbox that includes a popup time-picker [ref | api]



dijit/form/CurrencyTextBox : an extension



of dijit/form/NumberTextBox with additional considerations for localized
currency [ref | api]
dijit/form/NumberSpinner : an extension



of dijit/form/NumberTextBox providing buttons and keybindings for
incrementally changing the value [ref | api]
dijit/form/Textarea : an extension of dijit/form/SimpleTextarea which
dynamically increases or decreases its height based on the amount of content inside
[ref | api]

As we mentioned before, you can apply a theme to just portions of your page—but if you plan
on using either dijit/form/DateTextBox or dijit/form/TimeTextBox , you will need
to apply your theme CSS class to the body element of the page.
In the next example, we create instances
of dijit/form/TextBox and dijit/form/SimpleTextarea . This should feel quite
familiar after creating the buttons above.
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<div>
<label for="text">Name:</label>
<input id="text" data-dojo-type="dijit/form/TextBox"
data-dojo-props="placeHolder: 'Enter text
here.'">
</div>
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<div>
<label for="textarea">Description:</label>
<textarea id="textarea" rows="5" cols="50"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/SimpleTextarea"
data-dojo-props="
onFocus: function(){ console.log('textarea
focus handler') },
onBlur: function(){ console.log('textarea
blur handler') },
selectOnClick: true
">This is a sample SimpleTextarea.</textarea>
</div>
<script>
// load requirements for declarative widgets in page
content
require(["dijit/form/TextBox",
"dijit/form/SimpleTextarea", "dojo/parser", "dojo/domReady!"]);
</script>
</body>

The following example demonstrates basic functionality
of dijit/form/NumberTextBox , dijit/form/CurrencyTextBox , dijit/form/Time
TextBox , and dijit/form/DateTextBox .
Declarative
Programmatic
<body class="claro">
<div>
<label for="number">Age:</label>
<input id="number" type="text" value="54"
required="true" data-dojo-type="dijit/form/NumberTextBox">
</div>
<div>
<label for="currency">Annual Salary:</label>
<input id="currency" value="54775.53"
required="true"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/CurrencyTextBox"
data-dojo-props="
constraints: {fractional: true},
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currency: 'USD',
invalidMessage: 'Invalid amount. Cents
are mandatory.'">
</div>
<div>
<label for="time">Start Time:</label>
<input id="time" required="true"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/TimeTextBox"
data-dojo-props="
constraints: {
timePattern: 'HH:mm:ss',
clickableIncrement: 'T00:15:00',
visibleIncrement: 'T00:15:00',
visibleRange: 'T01:00:00'
},
invalidMessage: 'Invalid time.'">
</div>
<div>
<label for="date">Start Date:</label>
<input id="date" value="2011-09-15" data-dojotype="dijit/form/DateTextBox">
</div>
<script>
// load requirements for declarative widgets in page
content
require(["dijit/form/NumberTextBox",
"dijit/form/CurrencyTextBox", "dijit/form/TimeTextBox",
"dijit/form/DateTextBox", "dojo/domReady!", "dojo/parser"]);
</script>
</body>

Again, if you are going to define your widgets declaratively, don't forget to
require dojo/parser , and add "parseOnLoad: true" to the data-dojo-config attribute
on the script tag for dojo.js .

Conclusion
In this section, we've shown you how Dijit gives you many variations on two basic input
elements for any kind of user interface: buttons and textboxes. In addition, we've shown you
the basics of including a CSS-based theme so that your user interface is both beautiful and
functional.
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In addition to the API and Reference Guide documentation, there are test pages within the Dojo
Toolkit SDK distribution which test various configurations of widgets. Tests for button and
textbox widgets can be found online, or in the dijit/tests/form folder of your local copy.
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Forms and Validation
In this section, you'll learn how to make use of the validation helpers
in dojox/validate with your Dijit-based form widgets to create customizable, validating
forms—all on the client side.

Getting Started
dojox/validate is a set of utility functions for common validation tasks, such as checking
for a valid e-mail address, valid ZIP code (both the US and Canada), valid phone numbers, and
more. It was designed for pure programmatic use—but also for use by various validation-based
Dijits. In this section, we'll look at what's available in dojox/validate , how to use the
functionality directly, and how to use the functionality with widgets such
as dijit/form/ValidationTextBox .
To get started, simply require the validation project, like so:
require(["dojox/validate"], function(validate) {
});
That's all there is to it to get the basic validation functionality, which includes the following
methods:
validate.isInRange(test, options);
validate.isNumberFormat(test, options);
validate.isText(test, options);
validate.isValidLuhn(test);
Each one of these methods (except for isValidLuhn ) can take an optional keyword
arguments object to specify additional information about the check; for example,
the isNumberFormat method takes an object that specifies the format to check against, like
so:
var test = validate.isNumberFormat(someNum, { format: "(###)
###-####" });
It can also take an array of formats to check against, like so:
var test = validate.isNumberFormat(someNum, {
format: ["### ##", "###-##", "## ###"]
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});
Almost all of the validation methods take different options; check the documentation in the
API documentation tools for more information about each of the methods.

Other Validation Methods
Obviously these 4 methods would not be enough for normal validation purposes;
the dojox/validate codebase also includes a number of additional validation rules that can
be included in your code by specifying the kind of validation you want to use. The additional
validation resources are:
validate.creditCard
validate.isbn
validate.web
Unlike many of the module definitions in the Dojo Toolkit, require 'ing these files does not
create separate objects, but attaches new methods directly to dojox/validate . For
instance, if your application needs validation rules for common web-related checks, you could
do something like the following:
require(["dojox/validate/web"], function(validate) {
validate.isEmailAddress(someAddress);
});
Finally, there are two more optional modules available that are North Americaspecific: dojox/validate/us and dojox/validate/ca . These modules each provide
country-specific methods for checking for valid phone numbers, postal codes, social
insurance/security numbers, and state/provinces.

Using dojox/validate with HTML-based forms
If your application uses straight-up HTML forms, dojox/validate has a module
called check that allows you to define a validation profile (based on your form structure) that
you can use to make sure all values in your form are valid. This profile is a JavaScript
object/map, and is quite powerful—it can apply filters to field values, define a set of required
values, define dependent values (for instance, if one field relies on another), constraints on
values, and "confirm" fields (for instance, when requiring a password to be typed in twice).
To use the validation checker, you would have something like the following in your code:
// Since dojox/validate/check and dojox/validate/web just extend
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// dojox/validate with new methods we don't need references to
them
require([
"dojox/validate",
"dojox/validate/check",
"dojox/validate/web"
], function(validate) {
var profile = {
trim: [ "field1", "field2" ],
required: [ "field1", "pwd", "pwd2" ],
constraints: {
field1: myValidationFunction,
field2: [validate.isEmailAddress, false, true]
},
confirm: {
pwd2: "pwd"
}
}
//
later on in the app, probably onsubmit on the form:
var results = validate.check(document.getElementById,
profile);
});
The return from dojox/validate/check is an object with several methods on it that you
can then use to inspect any validation information on it. The methods are as follows:
isSuccessful(): Returns true if there were no invalid or missing
fields,
else it returns false.
hasMissing(): Returns true if the results contain any missing
fields.
getMissing(): Returns a list of required fields that have
values missing.
isMissing(field): Returns true if the field is required and the
value is missing.
hasInvalid(): Returns true if the results contain fields with
invalid data.
getInvalid(): Returns a list of fields that have invalid
values.
isInvalid(field): Returns true if the field has an invalid
value.
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The basic idea is that you perform the check, and then use the results to find out what parts of
your form are valid and what are not before letting the browser process it. Take a look at the
demo to see it in action!

While dojox/validate/check is not well documented, there are good instructions on how
the profile is constructed embedded in the comments of the source code.

Using dojox/validate with Dijit-based Forms
You can also use the functions in dojox/validate in conjunction with Dijit form elements—
specifically Dijit's ValidationTextBox—as a way of validating your form elements. The key to this
technique is ValidationTextBox's validatormethod. In your markup (or programmatically), all
you need to do is set the validator of your ValidationTextBox to point to a reference of the
function you want to use in dojox/validate , like so:
require(["dijit/form/ValidationTextBox", "dojox/validate/web"])
...and in your markup:
<input id="email" name="email"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/ValidationTextBox"
data-dojo-props="validator:dojox.validate.isEmailAddress,
invalidMessage:'This is not a valid email!'"
/>
If you want your ValidationTextBox to use an optional keyword arguments object, just set the
value of the constraints property:
<input id="range" name="range"
data-dojo-type="dijit/form/ValidationTextBox"
data-dojo-props="validator:dojox.validate.isInRange,
constraints:{ min:10, max:100 },
invalidMessage:'This is not within the range of 10 to
100!'"
/>
Check it out!
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Conclusion
As you can see, dojox/validate provides some very useful utilities for your web-form
based applications—both with regular HTML forms, and in conjunction with Dijit-based forms.
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Working with the Grid
In this section, you'll learn about the Grid's event system, how to select rows, and how to set up
your grid for editing.

dgrid
This section covers the dojox/grid/DataGrid in depth. Beginning with Dojo 1.7, you
should use the dgrid, a next-generation grid component that takes full advantage of modern
browsers and object stores. Visit the dgrid site for a collection of dgrid sections.

Getting Started
We've learned about the Data Grid and how to populate a Grid with data. Now we'll introduce
three major concepts to be used when working with the dojox/grid/DataGrid : how the
Grid's event system works, how the Grid's selections work, and how to set up your Grid so that
you can edit data.

The Grid's Event System
The Grid supports quite a few events—see the API reference for a full list—but for this section,
we are going to focus on the most common event handler used by
developers: onRowClick . onRowClick is used to detect clicks on rows (duh!), but the way
in which it passes information about the event is special: instead of passing specific arguments
like many of the events in the Dijit ecosphere, it augments standard DOM event objects with
some custom information.

The decorated event object
When events are fired, the Grid decorates the DOM event object passed to event handlers by
the browser. It does this by attaching the following properties to the event object:


grid : A reference to the grid in which the event was fired



cell : A reference to the specific cell in the grid from which the event was fired



rowIndex : A reference to the index of the row in which the event was fired

All of these custom properties are accessible from the event object that is passed to your
connected handler. Say, for example, we'd like to get a reference to the
underlying dojo/data item that a row represents when it is clicked. Remember that the
name of event is the event handler without the "on" prefix, and so when using the new on()
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event handler, we use the event name of "RowClick" (and widgets allow for all lower case, so
we could use "rowclick"), therefore we would do something like this:
// assuming our grid is stored in a variable called "myGrid":
myGrid.on("RowClick", function(evt){
var idx = evt.rowIndex,
rowData = grid.getItem(idx);
// The rowData is returned in an object, last is the last
name, first is the first name
document.getElementById("results").innerHTML =
"You have clicked on " + rowData.last + ", " +
rowData.first + ".";
}, true);

We focus on rows instead of cells for events because a Grid is a representation (or view) of a
collection of data items. Since each row represents a single item, it is more logical and efficient
to work with full rows instead of attempting to handle individual cells.
Don't forget: when working with a Grid, you should be doing any kind of data operations in the
underlying data storeand not with the DOM structure of the Grid directly.

Other events
The Grid supports a large set of basic events on both rows and cells, which you can use to
create customizations (such as visual alterations) if needed. They are as follows:
Row

HeaderCell

Cell

onRowClick

onHeaderCellClick

onCellClick

onRowContextMenu

onHeaderCellContextMenu

onCellContextMenu

onRowDblClick

onHeaderCellDblClick

onCellDblClick

onRowFocus

onHeaderCellFocus

onCellFocus

onRowMouseDown

onHeaderCellMouseDown

onCellMouseDown

onRowMouseOut

onHeaderCellMouseOut

onCellMouseOut

onRowMouseOver

onHeaderCellMouseOver

onCellMouseOver
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Each of these events are passed the same decorated DOM event object as we saw in
our onRowClick example.
The Grid also supports a number of other events, including notifications when a cell is being
edited, and when rows/items are selected. See the API reference for more details.

Row selections with the Grid
The Grid supports the notion of row-based selections, providing several options for selection
behavior. The desired behavior can be specified when creating the Grid using
the selectionMode property:
require(["dojox/grid/DataGrid"], function(DataGrid){
var myGrid = new DataGrid({
store: myStore,
structure: myStructure,
selectionMode: "single"
}, "someNode");
myGrid.startup();
The possible values for selectionMode are:


none : No selections are allowed



single : Only one row may be selected at a time; clicking a second row will remove
the selection from the first
multiple : Each click toggles the selection of the row in question




extended : The default mode; normal clicks operate like single , but multiple rows /
ranges of rows may be selected by holding modifier keys (e.g. Ctrl and Shift on
Windows) while clicking

Row selectors
In addition to selecting rows by clicking directly on data cells, the Grid also provides a few
options allowing selection via a dedicated area of each row.
The most basic of these is exposed via the Grid's rowSelector property. This can be set to a
CSS-compatible width measurement (e.g. "20px" ), or simply to true which will use a
default width.
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The Grid also provides options for selection via checkboxes, or—in the case of
the single row selection mode—radio buttons. These capabilities are exposed via the semiprivate custom view
types dojox/grid/_CheckBoxSelector and dojox/grid/_RadioSelector . You
would include one of these views in your grid structure as follows:
require(["dojox/grid/cells", "dojox/grid/_CheckBoxSelector"],
function(gridCells){
var myStructure = [
// First, a view using the _CheckBoxSelector custom
type.
// Don't forget to require dojox/grid/_CheckBoxSelector
{
type: "dojox.grid._CheckBoxSelector"
},
// Now include the data cells in a view occupying the
rest of the grid.
[
[
new gridCells.RowIndex({ width: "10%" }),
{ name: "Column 1", field: "col1", width: "30%"
},
{ name: "Column 2", field: "col2", width: "30%"
},
{ name: "Column 3", field: "col3", width: "30%"
}
],[
{ name: "Column 4", field: "col4", colSpan: 4 }
]
]
];
You may have noticed we snuck an interesting cell type into this
structure: gridCells.RowIndex . This cell simply displays the index of each row in the grid.
It is not at all required in order to take advantage of the Grid's selection capabilities, but it may
be useful particularly during the process of prototyping a grid structure.
To see these selector features in action, check out the selector demo below.
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Getting selections from the Grid
The ability to select data is pointless unless you have some way of retrieving the current
selection. The Grid handles this through the selection property, and three event handlers—
onSelected , onDeselected , and onSelectionChanged .
When listening to the onSelected or onDeselected handlers, you will receive the index
of the row that has been selected or deselected, respectively. Additionally, you can use the
Grid's selection property to retrieve the items represented by the selected rows and
operate on them, like so:
require(["dojo/_base/array", "dojo/_base/lang"],
function(baseArray, lang){
function reportSelection(node){
var items = this.selection.getSelected();
var tmp = baseArray.map(items, function(item){
return item.id;
}, this);
var msg = "You have selected row" + ((tmp.length > 1) ?
"s ": " ");
node.innerHTML = msg + tmp.join(", ");
}
// assuming our grid is stored in a variable called
"myGrid":
myGrid.on("SelectionChanged",
lang.hitch(grid, reportSelection,
document.getElementById("results")), true);

The return from selection.getSelected() is always an array, regardless of the selection
mode used; i.e. if you set up your Grid to only allow one selection at a
time, getSelected will still return an array, with a single item in it.
For more information about the Grid's selection object, take a look at the Selection
object in the API reference, where you'll find that you have full programmatic access to grid
selection operations.
Now that we have learned how selections work with a Grid, let's take a look at a major piece of
functionality: editing data with a Grid.
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Editing data with the Grid
Like a typical relational database GUI (Graphical User Interface) or a spreadsheet program, the
Grid can also allow you to edit data at the field level. To do this, you have to designate whether
a field is editable in your structure definition, and specify what type of editing you want to
enable through the use of the type property in each column definition, like so:
require(["dojox/grid/DataGrid", "dojox/grid/cells",
"dojox/grid/cells/dijit",
"dojo/date/locale", "dojo/currency",
"dijit/form/DateTextBox", "dijit/form/CurrencyTextBox",
"dijit/form/HorizontalSlider", "dojo/domReady!"
], function(DataGrid, cells, cellsDijit, locale, currency,
DateTextBox, CurrencyTextBox, HorizontalSlider){
function formatCurrency(inDatum){
return isNaN(inDatum) ? '...' :
currency.format(inDatum, this.constraint);
}
function formatDate(inDatum){
return locale.format(new Date(inDatum),
this.constraint);
}
gridLayout = [{
defaultCell: { width: 8, editable: true, type:
cells._Widget, styles: 'text-align: right;' },
cells: [
{ name: 'Id', field: 'id', editable: false,
width: 2 /* Can't edit ID's of dojo/store items */ },
{ name: 'Date', field: 'col8', width: 10,
editable: true,
widgetClass: DateTextBox,
formatter: formatDate,
constraint: {formatLength: 'long', selector:
"date"}},
{ name: 'Priority', styles: 'text-align:
center;', field: 'col1', width: 10,
type: cells.ComboBox,
options: ["normal","note","important"]},
{ name: 'Mark', field: 'col2', width: 5, styles:
'text-align: center;',
type: cells.CheckBox},
{ name: 'Status', field: 'col3',
styles: 'text-align: center;',
type: cells.Select,
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options: ["new", "read", "replied"] },
{ name: 'Message', field: 'col4', styles: '',
width: 10 },
{ name: 'Amount', field: 'col5', formatter:
formatCurrency, constraint: {currency: 'EUR'},
widgetClass: CurrencyTextBox, width: "auto"
},
{ name: 'Amount', field: 'col5', formatter:
formatCurrency, constraint: {currency: 'EUR'},
widgetClass: HorizontalSlider, width: 10}
]
}];

Note that when defining a Grid's structure declaratively, cell editor type is specified in
the th via the cellType attribute, not type .
By default, if you specify a column to be editable but don't specify a widget constructor, you will
get a plain text box. This is often adequate; however, you might find that you'll need to limit the
options of entry, deal with dates, or have some other special needs—like in the example above.
We set up our example structure with a defaultCell definition, which sets a baseline of
properties to be applied to all cells in our structure, unless explicitly overridden on a per-cell
basis. In this case, we specify that we want cells to be editable unless otherwise noted, and set
the type to a basic custom editor widget called dojox/grid/cells._Widget , from which
all the custom grid-based editing widgets derive. We then customize each column definition to
specify which kind of editing widget we'd really like to use in each case.
As you can see, the Grid itself provides a number of "special" widgets for you. In our example,
we can
see dojox/grid/cells/DateTextBox , dojox/grid/cells/ComboBox , dojox/grid/
cells/Select , dojox/grid/cells/Editor , and dojox/grid/cells/CheckBox ; we
can also see the use of actual Dijits, such
as dijit/form/CurrencyTextBox and dijit/form/HorizontalSlider . Using each of
these widgets may also require additional properties to be defined; for example, the ComboBox
and Select widgets require an additional property called options .
These widgets for editing on a cell-level (all defined within
the dojox/grid/cells namespace) have been defined because of the special HTML needs
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of the Grid. When in doubt about what kind of widget to use for editing, look first to see if the
widget in question has been implemented under dojox/grid/cells before trying to use
the Dijit equivalent. This is particularly true of any kind of Dijit that defines/uses a popup of
some sort.
Because of the data binding that occurs between Dijit-based form widgets
and dojo/store via the Grid, this should be all you need to enable editing for a data set.
Another friendly reminder: you will need to use a write-enabled data store in order to do any
kind of editing within a Grid. Depending on the store, you may also have to do a
periodic save() in order to capture any edits within a Grid; this is entirely dependent on the
store of choice.

Conclusion
In this section, we've built upon previous topics by introducing additional features of the Grid.
The Grid exposes many events to which custom logic can be applied. Several row selection
modes are available; the Grid provides APIs for determining selected rows and being notified
when a selection occurs. Using the Grid's powerful editing capabilities, it is possible to modify
the data set from within the Grid itself.
Armed with this knowledge, you should be well on your way towards creating an application
capable of displaying and manipulating information in complex data sets.
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